Abstract: We present the main messages of a European Expert Round Table (ERT) on the unintended side effects (unseens) of the digital transition. Seventeen experts provided 42 propositions from ten different perspectives as input for the ERT. A full-day ERT deliberated communalities and relationships among these unseens and provided suggestions on (i) what the major unseens are; (ii) how rebound effects of digital transitioning may become the subject of overarching research;
and (iii) what unseens should become subjects of transdisciplinary theory and practice processes for developing socially robust orientations. With respect to the latter, the experts suggested that the “ownership, economic value, use and access of data” and, related to this, algorithmic decision-making call for transdisciplinary processes that may provide guidelines for key stakeholder groups on how the responsible use of digital data can be developed. A cluster-based content analysis of the propositions, the discussion and inputs of the ERT, and a theoretical analysis of major changes to levels of human systems and the human–environment relationship resulted in the following greater picture: The digital transition calls for redefining economy, labor, democracy, and humanity. Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based machines may take over major domains of human labor, reorganize supply chains, induce platform economics, and reshape the participation of economic actors in the value chain. (Digital) Knowledge and data supplement capital, labor, and natural resources as major economic variables. Digital data and technologies lead to a post-fuel industry (post-) capitalism. Traditional democratic processes can be (intentionally or unintentionally) altered by digital technologies. The unseens in this field call for special attention, research and management. Related to the conditions of ontogenetic and phylogenetic development (humanity), the ubiquitous, global, increasingly AI-shaped interlinkage of almost every human personal, social, and economic activity and the exposure to indirect, digital, artificial, fragmented, electronically mediated data affect behavioral, cognitive, psycho-neuro-endocrinological processes on the level of the individual and thus social relations (of groups and families) and culture, and thereby, the essential quality and character of the human being (i.e., humanity). The findings suggest a need for a new field of research, i.e., focusing on sustainable digital societies and environments, in which the identification, analysis, and management of vulnerabilities and unseens emerging in the sociotechnical digital transition play an important role.
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1. Scope and Goals

1.1. Digitalization as a Main Driver of Human Socio-Cultural Evolution

The digital revolution comprises one of the major transitions of human development. We may consider it to be as critical as the mastery of fire, the development of language, or the first Industrial Revolution [1]. Whereas the latter was characterized by the extension of human activity and economics by supplementing organic (photosynthesis-based) energy in plants with the use of energy from fossil fuel (i.e., starting with coal), the main technological essence of the Digital Revolution is the exponential increase in the speed and amounts of storage, processing, retrieval, and communication of digital data. Thus, the empowerment, extension, and substitution of human physical power are followed by an empowerment of cognitive or mental power. Digitalization (used synonymously with digitization) is the representation of discrete or analog (real-world) objects or processes in the form of digital symbols. The major roots of digitalization are found in the history of the invention of place-value numbers and the number zero, about 2600 years ago [2–4]; binary numbers 500 years ago; the first programmable computer invented by Babbage (1791–1871) [5], followed by Boole’s (1815–1864) symbolic logic; and—as a key entrance to technological implementation—Zuse’s programmable, digital computer in 1941. We may consider the year 2002 as the start of the Digital Age, if we refer to the criterion provided by Hilbert [6] that the majority of human-produced information has, by now, been stored digitally. Given the World Wide Web, distributed and pervasive computing inventions such as Nelson’s hypertext leading to the internet played an important role [7].
Digital technologies are machines that master digital representation, computing, and adapting (learning) related to environmental information. We do not deal with the history of technology in detail. Yet we want to mention that the history of Moore’s law, with a doubling of the density of transistors (defined as the numbers of transistors per circuit) and thus the doubling of storage capacities, has not yet come to an end [8,9], although there are strong arguments that the present technology will reach its physical boundaries [10]. However, there are new computing technologies such as quantum computers that will open new doors to algorithmic complexity, encryption, and machine learning [11,12] and cell-based biocomputers that may lead to the perspective of hybrid biotechnological systems [4,13].

Digital technologies are operating on and changing all levels of human systems. There are programmed, cancer-fighting nanorobots that destroy (marked) tumor cells [14]. Brainwaves may be read by computers to steer cars. Individuals immerse themselves in virtual gaming worlds. Human bonds are forged and maintained 24/7, as people scattered all across the globe Skype keep relations with friends and family. Virtual companies play important roles in pharmaceutical developments [15]. Countries such as Estonia utilize digital technology for managing all public services. The global internet and its social networking platforms has become a primary communication system among humans and is building something like the mind of the human species. Digital technologies are all-purpose technologies and transform processes and life in all domains of the planet.

1.2. The Rush for a Better Society by Digitalization

All of the European countries have high expectations with respect to digital transitioning. However, Europe’s 2017 Digital Progress Report for EU countries [16] documents a high level of variance in the integration of digital technologies, with Scandinavian countries and several smaller countries at the top and Romania and Bulgaria scoring lowest. This assessment is based on a Digital Economy and Society Index including connectivity, digital skills, internet use and the use of digital technology in business and public services. Almost every country has developed something like a national Digital Agenda [17] or Digital Strategy [18]. The aims are to boost economic progress, the supply of health care, connected and autonomous mobility, efficient energy and resource use, wealth and (international) competitiveness, and so on, as well as a comprehensive digital public service with a focus on strengthening democracy.

Yet, presumably, any large-scale technology transition is linked to beneficial—but also unfavorable and unwanted—changes for almost all actors included or concerned. The three decades of discussion about the productivity paradox, starting with Solow’s 1987 statement [19] that we cannot see productivity increase caused by computers, have been modified by Brynjolfsson and colleagues’ sophisticated business-systems transition analysis [20–22] and have culminated in recent meta-analyses [23,24] that reveal that digital technology is the trigger and catalyst for a fundamental societal transition and economic growth. This transition is linked to synchronous and delayed positive and negative changes on sociocultural and material-biophysical levels. We may argue that this is a key matter for sustainability science, in particular if we consider the anticipation of critical unintended side effects (unseens) of technology innovation on various domains of society as the art of sustainability learning [25]. In this context, the anticipation of unseens may be considered a critical factor in sustainability learning. Therefore, we approach sustainability from a systemic perspective when conceiving sustainable development as an (i) ongoing transdisciplinary inquiry on (ii) managing systemic limits (i.e., for avoiding hard landings) in the frame of (iii) inter- and intragenerational (global) justice [26,27].

1.3. Identifying Unintended Side Effects of Digital Transitioning as Objectives of Proposition-Based Expert Round Tables (ERTs) on Sustainable Digital Environments

Please note that unseens are not the barriers that harm development. In decision-theoretic terms, an unseen is a positive or negative impact that results from an action A on a system B that was not intended by the decision maker (or by those who were involved in the planning or realization of an action). Thus, in general, we distinguish between intended impacts and unintended impacts of an action.
Unintended impacts are usually unanticipated. Harvesting crops in (early) agriculture may serve as an example. The goal and intention of ancient farmers was to grow as much of a crop as possible on arable land. The unseen was the consequential reduction of nutrients and, thereby, of the harvest. This unseen was compensated (mitigated) by the invention of fertilizing or other means (such as slash and burn agriculture which may be conceived as adaptation). We want to note that unseens may affect the same system as that of the intended impacts or a different system (which may not be in the primary interest of the decision maker).

Unanticipated barriers in the course of implementing a technology are not conceived as unseen. If, for instance, unexpected high costs or public concerns prevent the implementation of a technology (such as GMOs as food in some European countries), these negative aspects are conceived as potentially unknown (or unanticipated) costs for implementing a technology (i.e., making a decision A).

Additionally, the goal of these Expert Round Table (ERT) was (launched by the first author) to increase awareness among the science community that the digital transitioning (including the digital divide) is a core issues of sustainable science. Based on this, the identification of unseens was conceived as a step for preparing science for transdisciplinary processes. A transdisciplinary process [28–30], is a knowledge-integration-based, real-world, problem-oriented discourse including representatives from all key stakeholder groups that is intended to generate socially robust orientations on critical issues of sustainable development [28,29]. For instance, the facilitation of the adaptation and/or the mitigation process for those who cannot benefit from the desired advantages of digital transitioning may become the subject of a transdisciplinary process related to the Digital Revolution.

The goals of the European ERT, as well as those of a previous Japanese ERT [31] that took place in February 2017 [32], read as follows:

- **Goal 1:** Identify positive or negative unsee(ns) that are linked to digital transitioning;
- **Goal 2:** Reflect on the way(s) in which the unsee(ns) can best become subjects of science in an overarching way;
- **Goal 3:** Project (from the science perspective) which unsee(ns) might become subjects of transdisciplinary processes (i.e., science–practice discourses that relate different types of knowledge in order to efficaciously master complex, relevant societal challenges).

The present paper presents and classifies the unseens and compares them with those from a Japanese ERT which took place in February 2017 and develops a bigger picture on sensitive domains which are not yet well understood and which ask for further research policy means. The propositions of Appendix A address the above goals and a basic pillar of this paper. Before we present the method of proposition-based (Science) ERT, and findings of the European ERT, we briefly summarize the main findings of the Japanese ERT.

### 1.4. Main Findings, Unseens, and Conclusions of the Japanese 2017 ERT

The Japanese ERT followed the same Goals 1–3 as presented above. The outcomes were published by Sugiyama et al. [31] and are summarized to some extent in Appendix B. The main digital-technology innovations identified were automatization, Big Data, artificial intelligence (AI), conversational software, and digital biotechnology (including biocomputers). Globalized networking and ubiquitous availability in all domains of life were identified as unique selling points of digital technologies.

Three issues that are less frequently discussed may be of special interest. The first is that culture (and religion) matters in the use and acknowledgement of digital technology. The experts argued that the Japanese (given a Shinto and Buddhism cosmology) prefer embodied, humanoid robots, whereas Christian principles of resurrection and salvation allow for the appreciation of nonhumanoid robots. The second refers to concerns related to endogenous black-swan—like threats that endanger financial, military, and other large-scale digital systems. Third, several propositions provided by Scholz and Sugiyama refer to biotech. Scholz [4], who also provided propositions to the Japanese ERT, conceives deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and GMO as genetically modified organisms (GMO)
(quaternary number-based) entities and operations. In this context, critical impacts from directed evolution become *unseens* from digital technology. But, in addition, reduced conceptions of evolution due to the preponderance of the *digital theory of molecular genetics* (this is elaborated in Appendix B) were identified as *inner-science unseens*. In the context of biotechnology, special attention was also given to biocomputers, which include living cells which are conceived as cognitive systems [33] and decision-makers [34] rather than as mere electrochemical processes. Concerns were raised about the kind of governance that would be necessary for these types of bionic entities.

2. Theory: Approaching a Classification of Unintended Side Effects (*Unseens*)


The digital transition is a genuine human-made issue. For investigating and analyzing *unseens*, we take a decision-making perspective. As a point of departure, a (*digital*) technology is considered as a means (i.e., *decision alternative*, $A_D$, also denoted as a digital, $D$, technology innovation) that is invented, established, or used by a *decision maker* (i.e., a human individual, a company, or a government, denoted by $H$) to acquire some positive outcome (i.e., some positive utility payoff) from an intended change in the environment, $E$. *Unseens* are nonperceived or unanticipated (negative) side effects. From a system-theoretic perspective, the management of digital technologies calls for a symbiotic coevolutive connection with all human systems, in particular the social, economic, and political processes [35].

The digital environment $E_D$ comprises all human-made processes that rely on digitally represented information. The (discrete) digital nature and computational (processing-based) nature are essential. Following the Human-Environment System (HES) framework [25], the cell (including its self-creating programs and its capability to decide) is considered the basic unit of life. The definition of the human individual and of its environment follows this definition. According to HES, the human environment, $E$, complements (the atoms of) all living cells of an individual that emerged from the zygote and their interactions. The HES framework distinguishes between the material-biophysical layer, $H_m$ (the "body"), which is inextricably coupled with a social-epistemic-cultural layer $H_s$ (the "mind"), and there is a hierarchy of human systems above and below the human individual. The (main) levels above the individual are the (human) *group*, *organization* (commercial and non-commercial), *institutions* (organizations which are established by societies), *societies* (the major subdivision of human species [36]), and the *human species*. According to the cell-based definition, a company (as one type of organization) consists of the activities of the living cells of all owners and employees assigned to this company. Similarly, other human systems may be defined. Below the human system, we distinguish the organ, tissues, cell systems, and the single cell. The forthcoming analysis of expert’s views on *unseens* and the discussion of the results refers to the presented complementarities and the hierarchy postulate of the HES framework as presented in this section (see [25,37]).

The environment, $E$, of a human system consists of—simplified—all the atoms of the universe minus the atoms of the cells which make the human system, $H$. We distinguish between a (living) biotic (cell-based) and an abiotic environment (see Figure 1). As there are *biocomputers* that include living cells [4,13], the digital environment may also be distinguished by a (traditional) abiotic digital environment, $E_m$--*bio--*div, and a biotic one that includes both a material one, $E_m$--*bio--*div, and (if we consider the cell as a cognitive system [33,38]) a social–epistemic–cognitive level, $E_m$--*bio--*div, as well. In this context, it is essential that digital technologies allowed to monitor (and even to visualize) nanostructures, e.g., the genetic code. This opens the floor to new horizons. Against this background—as technology may be conceived as “idea, volition, or knowledge” [39]—the genetic modification of organisms (GMO) has been seen as part of the digital environment and denoted as one of the major threats to human development [4,40].

The paper focuses on *unseens* related to societally relevant impacts. However, the science system itself will also be subjected to fundamental changes through digitalization (see also Section 1.4 and Appendix B.1). Bruno Latour’s work on the sociology of science revealed that computerization
changed life in the biological research laboratory in a most fundamental manner [41]. He stated that the change in scientific work (tending to become more fragmented) is even greater than the shift from experimentation to simulation. There are also fundamental changes in modeling caused by digitalization. Some scientists stress that the shift from analytic mathematical theory-based modeling to computational, discrete mathematics is linked to different types of validation errors (e.g., round-off or truncation errors). This has affected, for instance, climate research (where continuous functions of time and space are transferred to discrete points) [42]. From a philosophy of science perspective, it is of interest that different notions of meaning that are assigned to mathematical theorems (which partly represent natural laws in a nomothetical manner) and to algorithms (which are mostly conceived as descriptive tools) [42,43]. Moreover, mathematics itself has been fundamentally affected by the invention of the computer; there is a shift to computer-based or automated theorem proving in mathematics [44,45], as indicated by the question, “How can we believe in a machine-checked proof?” [46]. Referring to Figure 1, this establishes a new relationship between the individual mathematician’s mind and (a formerly) written (chalk-and-blackboard, technology-based) mathematical theorem whose verification is now mediated by a machine-based computational layer (as a specific form of the digital curtain) and does not only rely on the mathematical expert.

Figure 1. Digital systems at the interface between human systems (that have a social–epistemic–cultural layer that includes digital knowledge and a material biophysical level) that interacts with the biotic and abiotic environment. The digital environment is increasingly an intermediate layer between the human system and the environment. This is called digital vaulting.

2.2. Innovations in the World of Digital Technologies

The smart and connected world in which services, products, and people are somehow embedded in broader systems, is reshaping society. Emergent domains such as Web 3.0, Industry 4.0, Government 3.0 (Refer to Gov3.0 project: http://www.gov30.eu/), or even Life 3.0, which discusses the implications of artificial intelligence on the future of life on Earth, are changing the role of digital technologies and the data on designing and rethinking human systems. For example, in the industry sector, the pervasiveness of digitization has been reshaping products toward a layered architecture that includes devices, networks, services, and contents [47].

Digital products share three main elements: physical components, smart components (sensors, microprocessors, data storage etc.), and connectivity components (especially the networks that provide communication within the system, see [48]). The same is happening in the public sector, where new possibilities for innovating governance have been created by the growth in data, computational power, and social media [49], as well as by the digital city governance concept where cities require smart
and connected public services (and their related design and development), smart decision-making processes, integrated public policies, and new governance structures.

From a data-driven perspective, we can distinguish between the storage, retrieval, processing (the algorithmic part), and transmission (the network part) of digital data. Storage, often resulting in Big Data, can use decentralized, centralized, and partially networked storage units including cloud storage. The encryption and access to its code is a key to data security. Multiauthority cloud-storage systems are seen as overcoming the mono-empire that has been linked to a central data-control authority.

Another critical issue of storage at the interface to retrieval is the longevity of data. The history of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) is full of variants of unfulfilled expectations with respect to overcoming the aging effects of storage media such as magnetic tapes, optical CDs, and semiconductor transistors, and other developed technologies all have critically low lifetimes. Robust, potentially long-term storage systems that demonstrate the same level of performance as papyrus scripts that are hundreds of years old are not yet in sight. How Big Data may be reliably retained is, as yet, unanswered.

With respect to retrieval, the potential for hacking and the vulnerability of economic, medical, and infrastructure data is also an unsolved problem. Table 1 describes important factors related to the main operations related to digital data and technology innovation that may cause unseens.

Table 1. Main operations and technologies related to digital data and technology innovation that may cause unseens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation of Digital Data</th>
<th>Main Question and Factors (See Bullet Points) with Respect to Impacts and Unseens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>Who is hosting whose data, and how, where, and using what technology? This includes useens related to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Big Data cloud storage [50,51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Multiauthority cloud-storage systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- (Big) Data ownership [52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Potentials and limits of encryption [53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Longevity of data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrieval</td>
<td>Who has access to what data under what constraints at what speeds and what search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>algorithms under what security barriers or access architecture? Here, the following issues are of interest:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- The economic status of data (data as public good, private good, club good, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Legal regulation of retrieval/use of data (what regulations of access to data govern the system?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Retrieval architectures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Hacking, cyberattacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing</td>
<td>For what purpose is data processed—by whom and with what algorithms? What processes in what systems are affected by the processing?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Artificial intelligence: What mental operations (e.g., calculating, writing, rule-based causal inference, etc.) are substituted by what digital algorithms?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Self-organizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- (Types of) parallel processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Cloud computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission</td>
<td>- Digital Networks: Electronic Product Code for digital data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- IOT: RFID-based ubiquitous networked sensing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. New Types of Digitalized Environments

Digital technology and the above-mentioned sub-components are general-purpose technologies. This is best expressed by terms such as pervasive computing [54], distributed systems, networks, systems of systems, or the Internet of (Every-)Thing (IoT). A key issue of technology transitioning is that the new technology induces a fundamental restructuring of social, production, business, and other processes. It was not the steam engine itself but the adjustment of production by transmission belts, energy, insertion in vehicles, etc. that led to trains, new types of workers, and technological knowledge that transformed human life and Earth. These developments, in turn, led to new environments
such as industrial cities, new forms of education at institutes of technology, new forms of poverty, and capital as a key variable of economic systems. We can find the same kinds of developments in the digital transition.

3. Procedure/Methods/Data Sampling

3.1. Invitation, Procedure, Sampling of Data, Methods of Data Analysis

After the Japanese ERT in Tokyo (19 February 2017), the organizers of the European ERT (Scholz, Parycek, and Steiner) defined a tentative list of perspectives and potential contributors who should participate in the ERT. The initial plan was to include representatives from economics and industry, and experts in biogenetics, cyberwarfare, and integrated world systems. Based on a phone chain, the scientists presented in Table 2 made commitments to participate in the ERT.

Finally, 17 European science experts working in 8 different European countries provided 42 propositions (see Appendix A) on the 10 perspectives. The scientists were asked to focus on unseens. Some proposals had to be rewritten several times, as the experts were focusing only on the phenomena related to digital transitioning. Based on this, a “Workbook for Preparing the European Round Table Structuring Research on Sustainable Digital Environments” was created (see Supplementary Materials 1). This 43-page workbook included all propositions and a glossary with referenced definitions including the following key terms: digital revolution, transition, and transformation; sustainability/sustainable development; transdisciplinarity; and unseens. All participants received the workbook a week before the ERT was to convene.

Table 2. Perspectives and (scientific) experts who wrote propositions for unseens. Perspectives 6 and 7 (marked with *) were not represented at the ERT \(^1\) (participating experts are marked with +, the country of primary institutional association is shown in parentheses).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Perspective</th>
<th>Experts (Country)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Industrial change</td>
<td>G. Schuh + (D) &amp; J. Prote (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Economic change</td>
<td>E. Bartelsman (NL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Environmental systems</td>
<td>M. Höjer (S) &amp; L. Hilty (CH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Social &amp; neuropsychology</td>
<td>S. Diefenbach (D) &amp; C. Montag + (D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Genetics</td>
<td>L. Franke (NL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Big Data analytics</td>
<td>P. Parycek (A) &amp; G. Viale Pereira (A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Cybersecurity &amp; warfare</td>
<td>R. Hill + (CH/GB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ethics &amp; the Digital</td>
<td>C. Kirchner + (F) &amp; G. Dowes + (F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Global social change</td>
<td>D. Helbing + (CH) &amp; S. Klauser (CH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Sustainable development</td>
<td>A. Grunwald (D) &amp; O. Renn (D)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) The ERT was moderated by R. W. Scholz (A) and P. Parycek (A); K. Fritsche (D) and A. Reichel (D) participated as discussants.

The one-day ERT took place in Bonn on 19 September 2017. Eleven of the authors of the propositions, the first author as moderator, two invited discussants (see Table 2, and five representatives of the German Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) joined the ERT. After a brief presentation of the background and general message, each set of proposals (accessible to participants in the workbook) was discussed for 30–40 min to develop a deeper understanding on a specific perspective message. The experts had been informed of the highlights of the Japanese ERT by mail before the ERT in Bonn and via the pinboard. The main steps of this proposition-based ERT is presented in Figure 2.
In the course of the ERT, the participating science experts were asked to provide suggestions/inputs by key words (key topics) to four (living) pinboards (see Supplementary Materials II). 1: Priority list of unseens: Most urgent rebounds/unseens/digital threats calling for special treatment (see Goal 1 of the ERT above); 2: Blind spots and overarching layers: What has not yet been sufficiently discussed in the propositions of the Tokyo and the European ERTs? 3: Overarching conceptual layers: This topic referred explicitly to Goal 2, i.e., on the question of how unseens may become the best subjects of research. 4: Candidates for Td Processes: What key stakeholders of what domain of digital transitioning are interested in a transdisciplinary process?

3.2. Data Analysis

3.2.1. Main Messages

Right after the workshop, (i) main conclusions were elaborated in the final discussion. These conclusions and others developed throughout the entire workshop were summarized by two authors (Reichel and Scholz) and sent to all participants of the ERT (see Box 1) for any corrections and supplementations.

3.2.2. Classifying Unseens

For (ii) classifying unseens, the essence was extracted from the proposals. Appendix C presents short labels for identified unseens, the main technology innovation related to each one, the primary intended change of this technology Innovation, and a brief description of the properties of each unseen. This table was constructed by two participants of the ERT (Scholz and Viale Pereira) with a face validity check by two other scientists (Clemens Fischer and Reiner Czichos). Several propositions were skipped (such as transdisciplinarity; see A.10.4), as they did not deal with an unseen. Some propositions were merged since they dealt with the same issue. Thus, from the 42 propositions, 30 different unseens were extracted.

For classifying the extracted unseens \(A_{i,k} = Ai, k\), a bottom-up strategy was chosen. Based on the description of the identified unseens in the propositions (see Appendix A), 34 salient issues (main issues; \(I_n\)) were identified by two authors (Scholz and Viale Pereira). A salient issue is defined here as the main aspect that characterizes a proposition.

Three authors (Scholz, Steiner, Viale Pereira) provided ratings on the question, to what degree are the (potentially negative) impacts addressed by or related to the item (e.g., \(I_1\): Loss of democracy) in the proposition (e.g., A.5.1, DNA-based discrimination) in individual sessions? The ratings were presented on a three-level scale ranging from “not at all” (=0) to “some significant extent” (=1) to “very much” (=2). The raters received instructions on how to cope with ambiguities. Supplementary Information 3 provides some insight into the ambiguities of the ratings.
In order to mitigate subjective-rater bias, the 1088 ratings on 34 × 32 pairs of items and propositions by the three authors were adjusted in the following manner: The squared difference secures ensures that the main features are affecting the grouping/clustering of the data. For stressing contrasts, Ward’s method was chosen [55,56]. To avoid being biased by the set of propositions, the raters were instructed never to rate two relationships between propositions and ratings in a row. The mean of the ratings of the three raters was taken as input for the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA).

4. Results

4.1. Unseens Discussed in the European ERT

For structuring the 31 unseens from the 42 propositions of the European ERT (see Appendix C), a hierarchical CLA [56] was applied based on mean judgments of three raters.

Figure 3 presents six main clusters (the interested reader should look at the propositions in Appendix A). First, clusters C1 and C2 (belonging to one supercluster) include the propositions on the dark side of digital transitioning on the societal level, C1 Cybernetics and warfare, and on the level of the individual (see the propositions of Hill and Kirchner/Dowes), C2 Psychoneurological sensitivity (Montag and Diefenbach).

Figure 3. The main clusters among 31 unseens of the European ERT (the numbering, \( A_{i,k} \) refers to the perspectives \( i = 1, \ldots, 10 \) taken—see Table 2, and the number proposition of that perspective; see Appendix A).

The second supercluster includes four subclusters, C2–C4. The Smart factory, labor market, and justice cluster (C2) has roots in the Industrial change (Schuh and Prote) and Economic change (Bartelsman) perspectives (see Appendix A).
Cluster C4, *Economic change and rebounds*, includes digital innovation of business and finance (addressed by Schuh and Prote), *New finance* (i.e., financial systems, emerging from *Global Societal Change*; Helbing & Klauser), and *Environmental rebounds* (per Höjer and Hilty’s *Environmental systems* perspective; see Appendix A).

The *Ethics* cluster, C5, is rooted in propositions provided in the *Genetics* (Franke), *Ethics and the digital* (Kirchner & Dowes), and *Sustainable development* (Grunwald and Renn) perspectives (for the perspectives, see Appendix A).

Finally, there is a multirooted *Governance* cluster C6 that refers to propositions on *Big Data analytics* (Parycek and Viale Pereira) that stress *cybersocial systems* and *resilience governance*, *digital-based democracy* (referring to Helbing and Klauser), and manipulated democracy (referring to Renn and Grunwald’s proposals) as one root and a renewal of the economic (Schuh and Prote) and capitalist system (Helbing and Klauser) as a second root.

Figure 4 presents clusters of the items used in rating the 31 *unseens* used for classifying the clusters. These clusters can be interpreted as main properties used to describe, characterize, and appraise the *unseens*. Thus, Figure 3 presents common aspects that are inherent in clusters of *unseens*, whereas Figure 4 presents common aspects in the concepts used in the science expert’s items for judging similarities. The latter may help to provide a bigger picture or even to approach a thick description [57] of the sociotechnical dimensions of digital transitioning as they are seen by European science experts.

---

**Figure 4.** Clustering of the 34 items (left column; the cluster index i refers to clusters of items) extracted from the 31 propositions on *unseens*.
Here, we may distinguish three superclusters (with high distance) and seven clusters on a lower level. \(C_i\) (the index \(i\) refers to item) denotes the digital democratic renewal, which supplements the lower sub-cluster of \(C_i\), i.e., the digital economic renewal. These two changes may be seen in relation to redefining humanity due to the power of the digital, both sub-clusters of \(C_i\). Finally, we have to acknowledge that a personal and resilient society (sub-cluster of \(C_i\)) calls for protecting the losers.

4.2. Results from the Living Pinboards

The results from the pinboards are an interfacial element between the Propositions (that were written and available before the ERT) and the Main messages that were composed directly after the ERT. The inputs of the experts were put on “keyword buttons” that were grouped by a collective grouping dialogue among all \((N = 10)\) experts who participated in this final activity of the ERT.

With respect to 1: Priority list of unseens, the pinboard had four clusters including the keywords \((N = 8)\) experts provided input to this pinboard:

- The role of data/knowledge in economics, data ownership, value of data, data economy, rules of using data, methods of aggregation, and transparency of global infrastructure \((N = 4)\)
- Ethical questions, redefining humanity in the coupled human–digital tech age, the digital reality shift, human autonomy vs. autonomous technology, save human autonomy, externalization of control \((N = 4)\)
- Urban/regional structures, future of urban life effects of productivity, energy, and climate \((N = 2)\)
- Experiments, fasten interdisciplinary research

Inputs to 2: Blind spots and overarching layers were provided by \(N = 6\) experts. The grouping included the following topics:

- Normative reference frame, normativity, timing of tech development, understanding between digital and analog
- Who decides on facts and truth
- Changing the demands (more critical)
- Power distribution

Inputs to 3: Blind spots and overarching layers (for cross- and interdisciplinary research) were provided by \(N = 8\) experts. Here, \(N = 6\) experts provided inputs with the following groups:

- Data theory and governance, making data computable, making data understandable, data = past—losing future, data algorithm human interaction
- Power of algorithm, algorithmification
- Power distributions, compare scenarios, the purpose of decision-making
- Time relations, use of time, space, and resources
- New modernization theory, tetrahedron of digital age, level of system organization

No single input was provided to Pinboard 4 (see Supplementary Material 2), i.e., on the question of which stakeholders would be interested in a transdisciplinary process on which topics.

4.3. Main Messages Constructed Directly after the ERT

Based on a preliminary analysis of 42 propositions on 10 perspectives, a one-day ERT in Bonn on 19 September 2017, with 11 experts representing eight perspectives, the inputs to the Living pinboard, and continuous interaction based on the goals of the workshop, the first author and André Reichel (a participating discussant of the ERT) composed the following 10 messages. The list of Main Conclusions (MCs) was sent out on 3 October 2018. All 11 participating proposal writers were asked to provide feedback within one week. Based on written and oral feedback by 7 experts, the final version shown below was composed on 17 October 2018.
Data ownership (see Box 1, MC 1) and, with somewhat minor importance, the relationship to The nature of algorithms (MC2) were placed at the top, due particularly to the dynamics of the discussion and the inputs to the living pinboards. The tremendous changes of a globally Networked, AI-driven, adaptive industry and economy were addressed in MC3.

The DNA personality (MC4), access to the most personal data, DNA (including the option to change this code by nano-engineering) played a special role in this discussion.

MC5, the different Speeds of transitioning, and MC6, Change of human–environment transitioning, stress the new stage of human evolution and the severe challenges of adaptation that human systems have to face related to the digital transformation. The multiple negative Rebounds or unseens, MC7, are an important issue here.

The last three issues dealt with the cross-disciplinary, overarching nature of digital transitioning. These deal with the question of whether MC8, AI, is a means or ends and MC9, whether Innovation is not good per se, and our need for a thorough, interdisciplinary understanding of the Digital Age.

Box 1. Main conclusions (MCs), highlights, messages, hot spots, and lessons of the ERT on Sustainable Digital Environments.

**MC1: Data ownership:** The most essential point involves data, their ownership, and their value. This may induce a new form of data economy where disembodied data might come to be seen as a new economic entity of the quality of capital, labor, or natural resources. (We should note that the discussion stressed that we are currently facing a data oligarchy which is far from data democracy. Further, Some ERT members stated that digital data and systems such as Google may be considered as public good.)

**MC2: The nature of algorithms and control systems and their unseens:** The role of algorithms in different types of computers (including) biocomputers and control systems (which may include human decision-making in different manners) is essential. The type of algorithm (e.g., how an autonomous car functions and how it is directed) will strongly affect individual and social behavior and may cause unseens.

**MC3: Networked, AI-driven, adaptive digital industry:** Global industry becomes a computer-networked, AI-driven, data-based, IT security-sensitive system that can adapt flexibly to consumer (market demands) needs. The emergence of digital (blockchain, sharing-economy, bitcoin-like) economies of different kinds may become an even more substantial basic layer than the energy ([58]; yet the energy rebounds described by O’Deyer and Malone [58] are of high importance, the last year Blockchain energy consumption was equivalent to the energy consumption of Ireland) transportation, or analog communication layer for the Industrial Age.

**MC4: The DNA personality:** Data from the genetic sector are the most sensitive. Correlations between (tremendously cheap) DNA profiles and disease prevalence for health insurance or DNA-based intelligence properties for employment can be considered a starting point. The challenge is who will have access to such data, what ethical rules will be applied to handle the data meaningfully, and by what national or global rule systems/conventions this might be governed.

**MC5: Speeds of transitioning:** Different speeds of revolution: We are facing two transitions: (1) The digital, which is a fast (techno-social) one with severe impacts to society; and (2) a slow one to a sustainable form of living (proposed by Grunwald and Renn, sustainable transitioning or the “grand revolution”).

**MC 6: Change of human-environment transitioning:** The relationship between humans (i.e., human systems such as the individual, groups, companies) and their natural, technical, and social environments will change in the Digital Age. The digital world will function as a kind of moderator (i.e., a digital curtain). This causes what has been called reality shift (this idea emerged already in the Japanese ERT; [31]). This means that the (partly biased, individually shaped) digital curtain is providing a new disturbance variable and distractor for sharing common experiences and knowledge. Socio-materialism (or socio-data-materialism) emerges from the imbrication of the social (policy making) and the material (data inputs) that become entangled within time as people imbricate their agencies towards data-driven decision making process.

**MC 7: Efficiency rebounds:** Automatization by digital means is providing more-efficient resource management. This, in turn, may provide an increase of material flows, especially when material consumption of digital technologies (finite precious and rare earth metals) and the ecological side effects of material extraction are taken into account. Given the decreasing resilience of ecosystems, this calls for strategies and incentives to avoid negative environmental rebound effects and circular economy initiatives for digital technologies.
Box 1. Cont.

**MC 8: AI, means or ends**: There was a dispute during the European ERT on the topic of whether data/evidence-based, simulation-based, automated decision-making based on digital worlds might become real and in what domains this might take place. The question is whether computer algorithms might include context, complexity, human values (instead of current human opinions), etc. in a manner similar to humans, who have a biological organismic nature. In order to better understand the potentials and limitations within AI development, it appears to be important to understand AI not as a singular phenomenon but as being embedded in a hybrid environment of digital representations and algorithms and human agents constituting a new coupled cyber-social world of AI—just as there is no singular human individual but always a close network of human individuals and their social as well as cultural environment that makes them human in the first place. Furthermore, there is a strong need to develop digital environmental literacy in the sense that science and society discuss whether AI-driven decisions are conceived as a means or as an autonomously operating servant of smart/sustainable decision-making.

**MC 9: Innovation is not positive per se**: The question that any technology innovation is positive has been doubted. Human will, needs, and prospects are essential to consider. In addition, the terms “intended” and “unintended” have to be considered in this context (who intends what).

**MC 10: Conceptual understanding of the Digital Age**: If the double transformation of digitalization and increased sustainability pressures is to be taken seriously, existing modernization theories of how societies are structured and react to rapid change (such as Beck’s risk society, White’s network theory, or system theories from Luhmann) need a new conceptual foundation. New approaches must take into account the interconnection and co-evolution of human individuals (bodies and minds), technology, society, economy, politics, and culture.

5. Discussion

The discussion first refers to the propositions as a major element of the ERT. The clusters of unseens are first assigned to levels of human systems (Section 5.1). Then (Section 5.2), based on the CLA, we sketch salient overall changes and features in view of the European ERT (Section 5.2). We then (Section 5.3) turn to prospective action and refer to the messages of the living pinboard and the major conclusions identified directly after the ERT. Section 5.4 reflect on the strengths and weaknesses of the presented method of Proposition-based ERT. We end with some considerations on whether the digital transitioning is a stage of technology development (such as the invention of the automobile) or is of more fundamental nature.

5.1. Unseens on Different Levels of Human Systems

There is much concern and literature on certain unseens such as the loss of privacy or the loss of full employment by the digital transitioning. The former is a key issue of the individual, whereas the latter is a matter of economy and thus (also) of primary interest on the level of society. We will subsequently discuss what unseens have been identified by the European science experts above the level of the individual and then deal with levels above the individual.

5.1.1. The Human Individual

The loss of privacy and the finding of means of protecting privacy have been addressed in a couple of propositions (governmental means [A.6.2 and A.6.3], A.7.5 and A.10.2). The arguments cumulate in the statement that “mass surveillance violates the human right to privacy and it is form of cyberattack” (A.7.4). In addition, the benevolent and malignant, nudging based on personal Big Data as well as the coping with individually tailored fake news (see A.10.2), i.e., knowing whose information you may trust and believe in is a new challenge in the individual’s life, are included in the propositions.

From a psychological perspective, unseens of digital technologies were assigned to the psychoneurological sensitivity (see Figure 3; Cluster C2) of the human individual. Humans show limits in multitasking (e.g., solving a challenging problem when simultaneously responding to the e-mail alert). The spreading practice of being ubiquitously accessibility at any times for different issues is one reason of the fragmentation of life (A.4.2). This often results in loss of efficacy and efficiency and affects well-being.
The new digital etiquette (A.4.2) with others and the environment is increasingly patchy, disintegrated, virtual, and indirect interaction that does not allow for an empathic trust building or reliable judgment on the partners intention and preferences. This may be also relevant for the interaction between policy makers. For instance, some politicians switch from personal, empathy, mutual trust building and partnership-based verbal (e.g., telephone-based) interaction or physical interaction to twitter short notice. The personal relationships (see Appendix A.4; [59]) resulting from a virtually shaped interaction factually differs from those when interaction with the human personal.

There is an evolutionary new form (e.g., two-dimensional screen-based pictures vs. a complex, co-evolutionary developing environment such as a complex tropical forest), density, artificial, and increasingly virtual (and thus evolutionary unknown) information. We may take from anthropology and human history that human is a highly adaptive species that may adapt to physically and socially highly different environments. If the digital environment does not meet the primal emotional needs (see A.4.4) human health and well-being may be endangered. Addiction, epigenetic and other measurable biophysical effects may result as unseen [4,59]. Interdisciplinary research and monitoring on health impacts of e-sports [60] seem to be necessary. Interdisciplinary research on monitoring and transdisciplinary processes including key actors on health impacts of e-sports seem to be necessary.

The access to the genetic code provides another critical unseen. Assessing an individual’s DNA costs just about US$30. And there is increasing knowledge to judge the risk for certain diseases based on the DNA data and a most recent paper in Nature Reviews Genetics confirms the concerns expressed in MC6 (Box 1). Some countries (such as Switzerland or The Netherlands) are going to prepare laws which allow or even demand health, life, or disability insurances to ask for DNA and adapt insurance costs to the DNA profile (A.5.1). Genetic privacy, perhaps the highest-level privacy, seems to be in conflict with severe economic and other interests. Given that the 195 countries that are members of the United Nations (and inner country federal state laws) differ essentially, this case shows that global regulations are needed to protect the individual. The importance of this issue is stressed by a recent review. Large scale studies including more than one million subjects show that “20% of the 50% heritability of intelligence” can be predicted by genome-wide polygenetic scores.

5.1.2. Human Groups

Small groups build a primary evolutionary entity which forms the individual personality of humans [61]. Group norms, goals, hierarchy structures, decision rules, rewarding and penalizing behavior, rules for being a member etc. [25,62,63] and the identification and differentiation of groups have been an essential part of socialization in all cultures. Internet groups show similarities and differences [64] which may be beneficial and negative for certain type of people and for different purposes. Diversity of information and expertise among group members has been identified as a crucial ingredient of collective intelligence.

There is a basic interpersonal need to belong to a group whose members share interests, values, etc. On the digital web, there is a large scale of online groups, chat rooms, etc. which allow to build virtual groups or well-organized digital heterogeneous communities across the world [65]. Critical unseen may emerge from overcoming loneliness, (different forms of honest, positive). This may lead to self-disclosure [66] which is misused when personal data are transmitted by others to the public.

5.1.3. Organizations (Companies)

The propositions just focused on commercial organizations (i.e., companies) ranging from industry, via various forms of Internet companies, to financial institutions. Unseens for noncommercial organizations have not been considered.

Much focus has been given to changes related to production. The governmental German Industrie 4.0 initiative promotes the aggregation and synchronizing of data and processes on different levels of manufacturing and production (A.1.1). This increases efficiency along the supply chain. Yet, allows for
new risks of industrial espionage and data security. The factor knowledge and data become a new critical entity also on the business level (A.2.1). A new, digitalized and networked supply, for instance, may endanger valuable technical know-how of small and medium sized industry. Thus, in order to become negatively affected by the digital transformation, the given case SMEs should develop strategies that help to decide what digital technologies should be introduced when to keep the viability of the enterprise. This vulnerability assessment is factually subject of a recent method that has been applied already to many companies [40].

5.1.4. Institutions (Governmental Organizations)

Public services are becoming digital. There is a trend on automated decision making based on Big Data of the residents and the cities. The “war against drugs,” terrorism, etc. promotes the storage of large personal and economic data from residents, companies, political actors, etc. Following the European democratic principles, unseens may emerge from various sources: (i) Often, the roles, actors, and data owners are not clearly defined (A.6.1); (ii) data may become accessible to semi-public organizations or other countries whose legal regulation and data are collected; and (iii) data security may be questionable given the large number of public servants working on data to establish resilience digital data governance models (A.6.3). Viale Pereira and Parycek (Appendix A.6) stress that not only a responsible use of public data but also the relations of the citizens to algorithms may cause problems and ask for regulations.

5.1.5. Societies (Nation States)

Digitalization will change the main components of society (i) economic system; (ii) political and legal system; (iii) the social and cultural system; (iv) scientific and educational system [25,67,68]. Platform economics (A.1.4), global customer driven production (A.1.3), knowledge economy (A.2.1), home offices and new forms of freelancing (A.3.3), AI driven machines (A.7.5, see also MC8), crypتوeconomics (A.9.2, targeting a decentralized economy without political structure, legal system, geographic location [69]) and the increasing role of (digitalizable) knowledge (A.2.1), virtual products etc. will generate new economic structures, agents, and processes.

Strong impacts have been expected in the fields of public governance (see Section 5.1.4) and politics. In politics, unseens are related to Big Data analytics-based nudging (A.10.2) that calls for careful attention.

Culture has only been addressed by digital etiquette (A.4.5) on the level of the individual. But, the behavioral change on the level of the individual and small group is transforming interpersonal communication, trust formation, etc. as components of societal culture will fundamentally change [70].

The unseens with respect to the scientific and educational system have been addressed in the context of ethics (A.8.2). Digital representations and digital technology fundamentally change the whole scientific system. This goes beyond the world wide web-based real-time interaction among scientists, measurements etc.

5.1.6. Human Species

Many of the identified unseens address the level of the human species. This relates to

- the fundamental redefinition of human labor which asks for new forms of higher knowledge resulting in a new form of digital divide including a potential loss of what is conceived traditionally as labor (A.1.2, A.2.3 and A.10.3)
- the emergence of (digital) knowledge economy (A.2.1) when (digital) knowledge (and data; i.e., digitalized labor; A.2.2) supplement capital, labor, in this context also surveillance economics in which personal data are of economic value may taken as example [71], as suggested by one of the reviewers of this paper, digital technology may be conceived as an affordance to which any economic transaction has to adapt
• new forms of property rights are required to avoid economic imbalance as both the self-learning AI machine and the data provider contribute to new knowledge and economic values (A.2.4)
• efficiency rebounds result by hedonistic, amenity value driven demands (A.3.1 and A.8.3)
• digital (intentionally resilient) public governance [72] and democratic capitalism (A.9.3) which may, however (in a critically long transition period (A.6.1 and A.6.2)) be endangered by deceptive, antidemocratic and self-enrichment oriented cyberattacks, and
cyberwar on all levels of human systems, ranging from the individual to global networks of people and countries (A.7.2)

Admittedly, this set of examples rather refers to the darks side of possible developments. And they are in contrast to the often positive, sometimes enthusiastically optimistic visions expressed in many propositions. But this, vulnerability shaped view on unseens may be conceived as an important means of resilience management. We may also incorporate the proposition of the first author presented at the Japanese ERT on various vulnerabilities related to directed evolution (of plants, animals, and humans) by the mastery of genetic engineering (see B.5.2; this has been expressed by a European participant). Finally, the change of the science system by using digital technology for recording data, communication among scientists, fighting plagiarism and fraud in data fabrication, automated scientific discovery (e.g., by AI-program-based planning of sequential experiments), computerized mathematical proofs causation (see A.8.2) has been mentioned and discussed. Yet, naturally, the before-mentioned issues are incomplete, also as certain perspective were missing at the European ERT.

5.2. Developing a Bigger Picture on Major Unseens

The development of a bigger picture is done when summarizing the major communalities among the unseens (Section 5.2.1) and when relating the major conclusions (see Box 1) of the European ERT (Section 5.2.2).

5.2.1. Clusters of Unseens and Common Patterns in Ways of Evaluating Unseens

Both, the middle clusters of Figure 3 Smart factory, labor market and justice (C3) and Economic change and rebounds (C4) indicate that the ERT considered production and economy as an important domain if not as kernel of the digital revolution. However, as indicated in the label of C4, besides changing the economic and the financial systems (which may include specific unseens), environmental rebounds build another sub-cluster. Cybernetics and warfare (C1), which include unseens related to data security (as the concept of war requires some redefinition; A.7.1), are related with regard to content. The ambiguous, double-edged sword nature of the digital transitioning, which is characteristic for any technology innovation, is ubiquitously visible.

The neuropsychological sensitivity (C2) has been mentioned on the level of the human individual and (small) group. But technology has been a key factor of the cultural evolution all along the history of humankind, human life will look like different after the digital transitioning than before. Certain domains of the mind and the body will be trained and developed in a more pronounced way.

Finally a proper digital technology-based society asks for new forms of governance (C5) and ethics (C6). Ethical dilemmas linked to learning machines (A.8.5) may call for new ways of looking at humankind.

5.2.2. Overarching Aspects of Interdisciplinary Research (Goal 2)

The clustering of the main properties used to classify the unseens provides quite a comprised picture. We may conclude that the power of the digital, based on digitech and digitech knowledge is promoting (i) a renewal of the economic system and (ii) launching a digital democratic system. There is concern with respect to (iii) protecting the losers of the digital transformation, particularly approaching a personal and societal resilient society in a fundamental process of (iv) redefining humankind that calls
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for basic philosophical, ethical, and epistemological questions of general interest. The identified as subjects may well serve as overarching aspects for restructuring research (Goal 2).

5.3. Additional Results and Follow-Up Activities from the Proposition-Based Science ERT Discussion

The above discussion much focused the proposition. They were individually prepared by the experts when relying to their perspectives and disciplines. But what new outputs and perspectives emerged from the interaction among the science experts. What has additional views developed across the perspectives (see Sections 4.2 and 4.3). What topics for transdisciplinary processes have been identified? (Goal 3)

When referring to what has been discussed before, the following additional issues emerged from the ERT:

The economic value, ownership, access and use of data including data theory and governance, has been discussed in depth (MC1). This discussion has been related to control systems, transparency, and ethics of algorithms that govern data processing in an increasingly automatized, AI-driven digital world (MC2). Thus, in terms of Table 1, the understanding, praxis, and management of the basic elements of digital technology, the storing, retrieving, and transmitting digital data and the processing—i.e., the application of algorithms (see also A2.1, A6.1, A6.4 and A8.3) raised special concerns. In this context the discussion on how to deal with DNA data (MC4) raised special concern. We may think that this issue may become a global learning field for rethinking how privacy may have to be reconsidered.

Somewhat surprisingly, as transdisciplinarity processes were demanded in A10.4 and during the process, there have been no direct inputs on topics that may become subject of transdisciplinary processes (Pinboard 4). Yet right after the ERT the idea emerged that private, commercial, and public agents may be interested to reduce the vulnerability and to increase the resilience of the global digital world. This may include the identification of loopholes in the global legal system, weaknesses in the implementing executive control of legal regulations (such as the Amendment of the European Data Protection Regulation [73]), to focus critical issues such as privacy by design, to identify (ongoing potential) deficient behavior of actors (and to develop strategies to cope with this) by relating the knowledge of key representatives from key stakeholder groups with that of scientists working on sustainability and digital environments (SDE). The objective of the transdisciplinary process (which is under planning by the Institute of Advanced Sustainability Studies, IASS Potsdam Berlin, and right refers to MC1) include of self-declaration of key stakeholders on responsible data use and the draft of ethics principles from a practitioner and a scientist perspective.

Two—more theoretical—insights not yet included and the proposition (discussed above) deserve mentioning. One is on different speeds of change of technological, socio-cultural, and biotic-genetic systems. We think that this issue asks for a thorough reflection, in particular when proper means of mitigation, adaptation, and interventions (as not any innovation is positive per se; MC9) are targeted. Another refers to the new evolutionary dimension of AI, which alters the human–environment relationship, introduces socio-digital/material systems. And thereby calls for a thorough, reflexive understanding of the Digital age (MC 6, MC 8, MC 10.).

Finally, the European proposition-based science ERT on SDE has been considered that the seminal way to structure the changes and unseens from different disciplines. Thus, the initiators of the Japanese and the European ERT will launch further ERT to support a resilient digital transitioning.

5.4. How Do the Japanese and the European ERT Differ and Complement Each Other?

The Japanese ERT also focused on the potential unseens of the economic transition, such as platform lock-in by the oligopoly of platform providers (B.1.1) and AI-induced underemployment (B.7.1) or low-capability franchise workers, which can result in a new stratum of the poor in a society. Although some participants had backgrounds in political science, the changes to democratic systems (though mentioned in one proposition referring to Internet monopolies; B.4.1) have not been in the foreground as much as they were in the European ERT.
Much attention has been given to risk management (B.3.2 and B.6.1), in particular to black-swan risks, e.g., new systems of digital risk resulting from the interconnectedness of an IoT world. Here, the threat that one monopolitical enterprise may stockpile all intelligence has been seen as a potential unseen (B.4.1).

With respect to the individual, the imperialistic spread of US-Western culture by the Internet (B.2.2), i.e., the reality shift caused by individually shaped, biased information channels that are not corrected by “evolutionary feedback loops” (B.1.2), have been named in a pronounced manner. Finally, biotechnological governance (B.5.1 and B.7.2) based on the management and engineering of DNA and biocomputers as a new form of cognitive, hybrid decision-makers (see 1.4 above, B.5.1, and Appendix B.1) was mentioned.

The cultural differences have been presented earlier in 1.4. One of the Japanese experts stressed that the apocalyptic concerns shared by many Western authors about technological singularity, where a future superintelligence substitutes for and suspends humankind, is not shared by many Japanese. In line with this difference, in Japan there is a much stronger desire among experts and the public “to co-inhabit with AI and robots” [31] than there is in Western cultures. The role of religion and worldview, here, that of Shintoism and Confucian thinking regarding the preference for humanoid robots, has been explained in 1.6 as the differing understandings of the role of academic knowledge in transdisciplinary processes. Transdisciplinary processes have also been recommended by the Japanese ERT. Yet, whereas in Europe transdisciplinary processes generally include both representatives from key stakeholder groups (e.g., of people concerned) and representatives from different scientific disciplines on an equal footing, according to Confucian thinking and practical order, those who are expected to know (i.e., academia) should take the lead.

5.5. Constraints of the Method of Proposition-Based Expert Round Tables

Round tables are a common means of looking at one and the same issue from different perspectives. A round table, such as panel discussions, allows a certain set of invited people to exchange, discuss, supplement, explore, examine, question and to (gently) verify certain views on an issue. From a methodological point of view, we used the ERTs as a means of triangulation for better understanding and ranking unseen and the ways in which science and transdisciplinary processes may serve to deal with them properly. We should note that not only the content has to be triangulated. This has been done in the present case by perspectives. In order to develop socially robust orientations, Triangulation should also refer to disciplines (and the included modes of validation; this has been), worldviews, philosophy of science perspectives, and other issues. The exceptional broad scope of disciplines (including natural, engineering, social sciences and humanities) has been promoted by the choice of the perspectives.

But the presented ERT went beyond an ad-hoc single meeting round table as it included elements a Delphi-like multistage process [74]. Experts were asked to present (proposition on the) the most important unseen from their own perspective and the initial input was evaluated and adjusted in form and content after feedback of the organizers of the ERT. All experts gained in-depth insight into other experts’ views and referred to a set of definitions of key terms that were included in a jointly shared and produced workbook that included the propositions. After a full day of listening to each other, the main impact factors and features of unseen, missing knowledge about them, and suggestions what issue may be better understood by science were discussed (see above the living pinboard technique). And, based on an in-depth cluster analysis, the main domains of society and common features of the ERT were identified. A preliminary analysis using these methods was also used as input for formulating main conclusions which much resemble the aspiration of policy Delphis to obtain reliable orientations [75] before decisions are taken.

If we think about the critical, biasing, artefactual side of the chosen methodology attention has been paid to questions such as: Are proper goals and questions to be answered by the (right things) properly addressed? Is the set of perspectives addressed by the right experts well
chosen? What experts, with what expertise, cosmology (including philosophy of science perspective) or with what self-conception as scientist (e.g., public good vs. advocacy) are chosen? We will just answer the last question. In autumn 2017, the discussion on Europe was not formed by a single special event (such as the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica case, March 2018) that affected the ERT. There, public media at that time were much shaped by discussions on deliberate computer attacks and nudging of citizens in the course of elections.

6. Conclusions

Taking ten different perspectives, seventeen European science experts provided forty-two propositions on unintended side effects (unseens) of the digital transition. Based on this carefully deliberated and written input, a full-day exchange about features, sources, critical developments, intersecting issues, and potential transdisciplinary processes was achieved. The written inputs, the round-table discussion, and the follow-up content analysis (based on cluster analysis) resulted in an interactive, structured (Delphi-like method) method, which we call a proposition-based expert round table. The application of the method allows for the following conclusions.

Digital technology, conceived both as the knowledge about and the physical manifestations of digital technologies, induce, first, a most fundamental renewal of the industrial and (capitalist) economic system. The intangible, potentially non-scarce, and (principally) ubiquitously accessible asset “digital data and knowledge” is supplementing capital, labor, and natural resources and altering processes and restructures of the supply chain (e.g., by IoT based production and platform economics). Likewise, second, (an infrastructure-like) digital public service and democratic system are developing. We should note that inner science unseens (such as dealt with in Appendix B.1) have not been subject of the European ERT.

Like any technological transition, the Digital Revolution is a double-edged sword. Thus, special attention has to be paid to unseens. The European ERT argues that, third, protecting the losers of the digital transformation is a major challenge on the pathway to sustainability; losers here refer to people, companies, and other human systems that cannot (sufficiently) adapt to digital economic processes. Here, individuals and human groups that show sensitivities with respect to critical issues (e.g., internet addiction in various forms) are one example that requires more attention. But in addition, the subtle, individually biased, or even manipulated information and nudging processes that endanger the very foundations of democratic processes call for better understanding and counter-strategies. Thus, ownership, economic value, use, and access to digital data are key steps on the way to a personally and societally resilient digital society. The (market) value of personal DNA data may play a special role in the future (see Box 1, MC4). What route will be taken here much depends on the decisions (and behavior) of policy makers, industrialists, and individuals.

The process of substituting cognitive processes with AI-based digital technologies is presumably the most fundamental transition in sociocultural human evolution. This is indicated by the landmark idioms redefining labor, democracy, or humankind. The natural, technical, social, and humanity sciences are challenged to contribute to a better understanding of fundamental questions referring to data governance and potential, and the limits of algorithmification; the essence of digitally shaped biotechnological systems and engineering as well as bionic systems; various forms of vulnerabilities of natural and human systems; and the roles of religion, ethics, and culture as prerequisites for understanding and forming the Digital Age. These issues, on the one hand, call for integrated, cross-disciplinary, and interdisciplinary research supported by the frame of sociotechnological vulnerability and resilience analysis. On the other hand, societal-sustainability learning may be supported by transdisciplinary processes in regard to certain complex unseens whose understanding and management call for utilizing experiential expertise from practice and sound, high-quality scientific knowledge from different fields of science. We are convinced that science-expert roundtables such as the European and the preceding Japanese one may help pave the road to a more sustainable future.
A.1.1. Industrie 4.0 as enabler for cross-domain collaboration in industrial practice (Proposition 1. Cross Domain collaboration and Industrie 4.0 security challenges)

Industrie 4.0 will enable a new level of cross-domain collaboration within producing companies, facilitated by exchanging and using information from production, development and the user experience in real-time and on an adequate level of granularity.

Comment: Industrie 4.0 allows for aggregating and synchronizing data from a highly application related granularity level (e.g., MES-, ERP-, CAD-data) to enriched smart data for multi-domain-use [76,77]. Having created such a multi-modal information access, companies will be able to develop smart expert systems that serve as a cross-domain decision support for complex decisions reaching from development over production to usage of products [78,79]. Examples for those complex decisions are an allocation of products in a global production network, an automated generation of work plans, or an efficient and effective handling of change requests generated by changing customers’ requirements. Consequently, cross-domain decisions can be made significantly faster and in higher quality, leading to a competitive advantage by sustainable cross-domain collaboration. In order to ensure the sustainability of the cross-company collaboration and to secure that added value is allocated according to the input factors of the different shareholders in the supply chain, special rules for allocation might be necessary. In addition, special attention has to be paid to security matters and it has to be defined how and in which form data can/has to be shared to avoid industrial espionage and know-how loss.

A.1.2. Change of qualification profile (Proposition 2. Redefining labor (qualification))

The qualification profile of all hierarchy levels will change requiring more IT skills, a profound and fast understanding of complex decisions and interdisciplinary knowledge. Especially interdisciplinary skilled IT specialists, who are able to use their IT knowledge in the respective system context, are needed. A manager’s or specialist’s working time will have a higher value-adding share by less actively searching for information but more evaluating information for process and product innovations. On the other hand, less qualified employees will be enabled by IT solutions to perform (more) complex tasks.

Comment: Today, employees need to spend a high value of their working time on “waiting and searching” for information. In future, Industrie 4.0 is expected to dramatically decrease this share by actively analyzing and preparing information on large scale and (almost) real time, highly aligned...
to the employees’ need. This change has major consequences on the qualification profile of the respective workers.

Blue-collar workers on the one hand will face an increase in guidance for their work, associated with faster and data-based decision-making on the shop floor. This requires an intuitive understanding of collaborating with information systems. White-collar workers on the other hand will be relieved of analyzing data as computers have a huge advantage on this task but will have to process information as a result of the analyzed data in larger quantities and in more dimensions. Thus, interdisciplinary qualification will be a basis for getting a profound understanding for complex decision. Nevertheless, to include all different employees in the future industrial change is one of the bigger challenges of the digitalized age.

A.1.3. Customer-driven, agile product development and production of goods (Proposition 3. Customer driven production)

Not only the agile product development will become aligned to the individual customer needs and requirements. Also the production process no longer “prevents innovations”, but is fast adaptable to any kind change in the customer needs and thus product specifications.

Comment: Traditionally the customer’s needs, opinion and experiences are only partly involved in the development and the production planning process. Therefore, the mostly longstanding process was often hardly adaptable to any kind of change in the customer’s needs. To handle those uncertain requirements in today’s volatile and changing market environments an agile product development and an agile production are inevitable [80,81]. The customer should be effectively included in the process and quick early-stage-prototypes should be used to test functionality and customer satisfaction. By distributing the development in short and iterative sub-processes, so-called sprints, the agile product development integrates all changes in customer requirements and thus the customer itself. Those changes also highly influence the production cycle, where a fast implementation of all change requests will be possible due to the cross-domain collaboration in the company based on Industrie 4.0. Thus, the whole company will become more and more customer-driven affecting all domains. However, since the agile approach is fundamentally different to the existing methods, special attention should be paid to avoid outpacing part of the workforce or the loss of efficiency in the system. In order to secure the latter coordination and synchronization of development and production processes becomes even more important.

A.1.4. Development of innovative business models (Proposition 4. Platform economics)

Industrie 4.0 offers huge opportunities for conventional companies as well as new players to evolve and create new business models using new digital solutions and services. Existing customer needs can be satisfied more efficient or new customer needs can even be created.

Comment: Industrie 4.0 allows new perspectives on existing business models and the exploitation of entirely new business areas partly substituting traditional business models. New products are possible to build, but also new companies, often in the IT sector, demand existing or not-yet-existing market shares. For example, shared platforms or clouds for example are created to act databased as an intermediary between the producer and its customer and allow a better holistic understanding of the customer’s true needs. In mainly four areas new business models enabled by Industrie 4.0 can be expected. First, products can be enriched or even substituted by smart services, which create a benefit for the customer e.g., predictive services. Second, all gathered data can be refined as smart data to enable e.g., cloud solutions or a web-based data management. Third, the product itself can be adapted and enhanced, to achieve a cyber-physical product. Last, the production engineering can be enriched by digital IT systems e.g., 3D-assembly instructions. All those new business models are a
possible threat to traditional models and hence are necessary to consider in order to stay competitive. Economic and industrial domains, regions and players which do not master/are not open to think and try out new (data based) business models, are endangered to not participate in the benefits of these new business models and might be outperformed by (new) competitors.

Appendix A.2. Propositions on “Economic Change”: Eric Bartelsman

### A.2.1. Transformation of Production Technology (Proposition 1. Knowledge economy)

Digital technology is enabling a rapid increase of the importance of the factor ‘knowledge’ in the production function used to supply goods and services, and is thereby changing the role of traditional factors land, labor, and capital. The impact of this transformation on the economy may be comparable to the historical shifts from hunting/gathering to farming (land) or from farming to industry (capital).

Comment: The so-called ‘Kaldor facts’ have guided our theories about long run economic growth, but current observations don’t fit the facts anymore. One main observable that no longer seems to hold is the constancy in shares of income going to capital and labor. Production functions with intangible assets and non-constant substitution elasticities between intangibles and capital or labor inputs can help explain the changes in historically observed relations of long-run growth. Further, the transformation also may help explain the increasing dispersion in productivity and profitability across firms or the increasing inequality in earnings across workers.

### A.2.2. Changes in demand for tasks (Proposition 2. Digitalized labor)

Recent theoretical and empirical research on labor distinguish different tasks that workers undertake. As current digital technologies are adopted and new technologies emerge, researchers try to evaluate which tasks are substituted for by the technology and which tasks are complements to the technology.

Comment: The main idea behind the task-based model is to distinguish tasks along two dimensions, namely routine vs. non-routine and manual vs analytical tasks. Current occupations can then be mapped to the types of tasks they require. To find the effects of technology to individual workers’ earnings one further needs to know the relationship between worker skills (education), occupation, and tasks. Changes in income distribution can be understood through changes in supply of the ability to undertake tasks and demand for those tasks (changing under influence of technology). In this framework, total employment generally is not affected by shifts in technology, because direct substitution of some tasks is offset by demand induced increases in tasks elsewhere [22,82].

### A.2.3. Income Inequality (Proposition 3)

With the changes in technology, the share of income going to labor and tangible capital decreases while the share for intangible capital (knowledge) increases. Further, the income accruing to knowledge is becoming more skewed to the top earners.

Comment: In traditional economic theory, returns to production inputs rise with their marginal contribution. The returns to knowledge input are more difficult to analyze within the theory, because knowledge is non-rival in production. Once knowledge exists, it is no longer scarce and its marginal cost becomes zero: its use in one setting does not preclude its use elsewhere. Demand will shift to the ‘best’ bit of knowledge, greatly skewing returns. In case of network effects, the earnings winner need not be the ‘best’ bit of knowledge [83]. This latter possibility harms the incentives to develop the best intangible asset and instead diverts resources to attempt winning the network.
A.2.4. Rethinking Intellectual Property Rights (Proposition 4. (Ambiguity of intellectual) Property rights)

The system for stimulating development of new knowledge and intangible assets through patents, copyrights, subsidies, and prizes needs to be recalibrated for a world with self-teaching robots fed by user and device generated data.

Comment: Much has been written about intellectual property rights and the tradeoffs they generate between incentives for knowledge creation and the monopoly distortions in the use of goods produced with this knowledge [84]. The system does not function well to provide returns to small incremental additions to knowledge leading up to protectable innovation. A new twist to the argument comes when transactional data, e.g., between a physician and patient or from internet-connected devices, gets used to improve the functioning of machines owned and developed by third parties.

Appendix A.3. Propositions on “Environmental Systems”: Mattias Höjer and Lorenz Hilty

A.3.1. Macro-Economic (Proposition 1. Efficiency rebounds on environment)

To the extent that the digital transformation leads to an increase in productivity, society will be forced to either increase demand for the goods produced or decrease demand for human labor, with potential negative impacts on environmental systems.

Comment: Increasing labor productivity logically leads to either increased consumption (a) or decreasing demand for human labor (b). To the extent that society will continue on road (a), the damage to our live-supporting systems by the prevailing patterns of production and consumption will be intensified, unless the digital transformation will at the same time be used to decouple value-creation from resource flows (growth in consumption but not in natural resource use [85]. This can in principle be done by dematerializing products (substituting services for tangible goods and better utilization of capital goods) and by supporting a closed-loop economy, i.e., using intelligent recycling for keeping anthropogenic materials flows in the technosphere and minimizing their exchanges with the environmental systems [86]. To the extent that society takes road (b), the digital transformation could be used to support forms of labor markets and finding new ways of distributing social income.

A.3.2. Contextualizing environmental effects (Proposition 2. ICT-ambiguities)

Create assessment methods highlighting the importance of context when evaluating ICT.

Comment: Digitalization is changing society. But society is deciding what effects digitalization has on the total environmental effect [87]. This insight is both encouraging and discouraging and more research is needed in developing assessment methods that highlights this. The insight is discouraging since it means it is really hard to come with clear statements regarding the actual effect of an ICT-service [88,89]. And it is encouraging because it shows the room for a wise decision. ICT in combination with other measures can reduce resource use and environmental impact. ICT alone may well lead to increased resource use and environmental impact. In order to get a better understanding of how this works, and to get a common language, interdisciplinary work is needed.

A.3.3. Digitalization and regional development (Proposition 3. Restructured region—rural home office)

Encourage research on digitalization and sustainable regional development.
Comment: Digitalization is changing the way we live, our daily activity patterns. This can be studied and presumably either adapted to or in some way planned for—there are both proactive and reactive approaches to the change. An example of the changes we can foresee: the Swedish telecom operator Telia recently moved some 4500 employees to one and the same office, from a number of previous locations. Meanwhile they reduced office space drastically and introduced entirely flexible seating. The new office is well located from a public transport point of view. An internal report shows that 60% of the employees have changed their travel mode with the move, reducing car commutes from 57 to 24% and increasing public transport from 33 to 63%. And new activity patterns are emerging. More people work from home, or from a place near home some days a week [90]. With more people staying in the area where they live during daytime, the structure of the region can start changing. Is this something regions should adapt to? Encourage? Try to work against? And what potential environmental effects can come of this? Telia is just one example. Change affecting regions come in many different ways.

A.3.4. Means and measures for buildings (Proposition 4. Use of Buildings)
Investigate how we can create new principles and measures for use of buildings, and how digital solutions can support a more efficient use of buildings.

Comment: The Swedish road agency works according to a “four-step principle” when analyzing new investments. The first looks for opportunities to reduce demand. If not enough, they try to increase intensity of current infrastructure use. If not enough, they look at minor complements to the current infrastructure. And only as fourth step, they build new infrastructure. Recently, we suggested a corresponding principle for building: 1. Reduce demand; 2. Intensify use of indoor space; 3. Rebuild; 4. Construct new buildings [91]. The four-step principle can be strongly supported by new measures (kWh/activity instead of kWh/m²) and digitalization has a key role in creating opportunities for using space more efficiently and thus reduce demand. This has potentially large-scale effects on how cities and regions work and on total energy use in the building stock and for building new buildings [92].


A.4.1. HCI as social interaction and self-reflection (Proposition 1. Human robot, technology as social agent and mediator of social interaction)
Human-machine interaction must be considered as a form of social interaction and self-reflection.

Comment: With technology getting “smarter”, taking the role of a conversation partner or making the impression of a living being (e.g., social robots), a central question is to what extents mechanisms from social psychology, describing interaction between humans, apply to human-computer interaction (HCI) and human-robot interaction (HRI) [93]. This is particularly relevant for trust and acceptance of technology use, but also manipulation or unintended side effects. A replication of the classical group pressure Asch-paradigm (a line assessment task) showed that a robot’s judgments had more impact on one’s own judgments than that of other humans [94].

Another important research question is to what extent technology-initiated routines also shapes self-reflection, self-presentation and the impression one makes on others. Studies on the “selfie-paradox” [95] showed a systematic discrepancy between judgments on own and others’ selfies: while own selfies were judged as more authentic and self-ironic, others’ selfies were judged as more self-presentational.
A.4.2. Fragmentation of everyday life (Proposition 2. Fragmented Life (and digital psycho-neuro-dynamics))

Technological overuse induces a fragmentation of life and Internet Use Disorder.

Comment: Problems arising from the fast developing digital worlds are already visible in everyday (work) life. Constant distraction and fragmentation of our lives due to technological overuse can result in loss of productivity [96]. In addition, one needs to take into account that humans do not excel in multitasking, because they rather process information on a serial compared to parallel level. These principles need to be strongly considered in the design of work places in digital worlds. There is first evidence that dependent on personality structures overuse may cause Internet addiction which asks for therapeutic interventions [97].

A.4.3. Brain research on DMI (delayed memory impacts; Proposition 3. Psycho-neuro-endocrinological dynamics)

There is a need for interdisciplinary psychoneuroinformatical research on epigenetic, molecular genetic and endocrinological processes related to interactions with digital worlds.

Comment: Research in the area of the already introduced topics such as trust, etc. can be enhanced by the inclusion of neuroscientific methods, including epigenetic, molecular genetic and endocrinological approaches. To name a few biological candidates, the stress hormone cortisol can be well investigated in the context of technostress and the neuropeptide oxytocin in the context of trusting artificial intelligence. Finally, brain imaging procedures need to be mentioned, because first studies show (i) that digital worlds might shape our brain functionality (e.g., smartphone usage shape motoric areas of the brain) [98] and (ii) recent evidence demonstrates that individual differences in brain volumes of the nucleus accumbens can predict the use of the Facebook application on smartphones. This field requires a combination of data from psychology, the neurosciences and computer science (real-life behavior tracked at the intersection of the Internet of Things (IoT)) perhaps resulting in a new research discipline called Psychoneuroinformatics [99].

A.4.4. Digital worlds around emotional needs (Proposition 4. Emotional needs)

Fulfilling basic emotional needs will always remain the central basis for creating positive experiences with technology.

Comment: We would like to address that from the perspective of today humans will not much change with respect to their brain architecture in the next hundreds of years (although with the development of the gene scissor CRISPR/CAS 9 we cannot be ultimately sure). Considering the lengthy process of evolutionary development, humans very likely will possess the same needs in hundreds of years as today. These psychological needs arise from primal emotional systems, which have been carved out in much detail by Jaak Panksepp [100] using both deep brain stimulation and pharmacological challenges of the mammalian brain. His work resulted in the primal emotions of SEEKING, LUST, CARE, PLAY and FEAR, RAGE, SADNESS; the capital letters indicate that this are primal emotions which should not be mixed with other forms of emotions. Here, recent work demonstrated that emotional urges arising from these in-built tools for survival relate to different facets of online usage/addictive tendencies. These primal (emotional) needs represent a building block around which digital-technological worlds need to be designed in order to provide humans with a health-promoting environment in line with our evolutionary heritage.
A.4.5. Digital Depression and digital etiquette (Proposition 5. Digital Depression)
The continuous presence of technology threatens happiness, well-being, and social norms.

Comment: Technology pervades all aspects of our lives, and exerts continuous impact on thinking, feeling, and social interaction. In contrast to impairments of cognitive abilities ("digital dementia"), the term "Digital Depression" [101] underlines threats to subjective well-being and happiness, and the unintended side effects of social media, fitness trackers, and continuous smartphone use. For example, smartphone mediated behavior often break up established social norms, e.g., full attention for the conversation partner versus parallel smartphone use [102]; fixed appointments versus last minute cancelling/delay of a date via WhatsApp. It therefore needs a conscious reflection on a digital etiquette, i.e., the integration of technology in established culture, the adequate use of technology in social settings or intentionally technology-free areas. This aspect not only refers to people's private lives and wellbeing, but also is highly relevant for the working domain, where digital etiquette becomes part of the business culture design.

Appendix A.5. Propositions on "Genetics": Lude Franke

A.5.1. DNA-based discrimination (Proposition 1)
With a DNA profile that is costing only €30 (2017 price) it will become possible to predict who is at high risk for developing disease and what kind of lifestyle changes might help to prevent to get these diseases.

Prices of genetic assays have fallen in the last decade tremendously. The cost is now only €30 to generate a DNA profile, and with ever increasing knowledge how to predict disease based on this DNA information, it is now becoming possible to infer who is going to get a certain disease and who is not.

However, this is also presenting important ethical, legal and societal implications: To what extent do individuals want to know that they are at increased risk for developing Alzheimer’s disease or cancer? And it is likely that drug development will keep up a similar pace, such that if you know that you have this high risk of cancer, and thus should seek have regular medical check-ups to detect cancer at a very early stage, also feel confident that should such a disease emerge, you have a very high chance of getting cured?

Certain countries (e.g., the Netherlands) currently have laws in force that allow insurance companies to ask clients whether DNA testing has been conducted and if so, what the outcomes have been in order to set an insurance fee. Will this lead to individuals who will have to pay excessive insurance fees because of their genetic make-up? And will law enforcement agencies be allowed to request such DNA information in order to solve criminal acts?

A.5.2. DNA-based pharmaceutics production (Proposition 2)
Developments in genetics will enable generation of a tremendous amount of insight in the pathology of disease, which will help pharmaceutical companies to decrease drug-development costs.

The cost of drug development is increasing rapidly. While the cost of the development of a new drug was $1 billion 10 years ago, it is now over $2 billion. One major reason why costs have increased is that drug companies often do not know which particular biological process, gene or protein to target, because it is unclear what the ‘key driver’ of disease is. Consequently, pharmaceutical companies typically rely upon costly screening facilities that systematically test hundreds of thousands of different chemical compounds for potential therapeutic effects. Strategies that could help these companies to
better choose what specific compounds to test, would potentially save costs and time to bring drugs to market.

Figure A1. Problem of current drug discovery (adapted from Scannell et al., Nature Reviews Drug Discovery 2012).

Paradoxically, the study of healthy individuals can help to improve drug discovery substantially, by using genetic information in conjunction with effects on genes, metabolites and proteins: Since 2006 over 10,000 genetic risk factors have been identified. Some of these increase type 1 diabetes risk, others increase the risk for cancer, while others increase cholesterol levels. Having one or two genetic risk factors, for instance for type 1 diabetes, will not be sufficient to cause this disease. You need to carry many of these risk factors in order to get sick. This means there are many healthy individuals that have a few risk factors for type 1 diabetes. As such, when investigating healthy individuals for these 10,000 genetic risk factors it becomes clear that for each of these risk factors, healthy individuals can differ in their ‘genotypes’ (some having the risk-increasing alleles, some having the risk-decreasing alleles). This means that individuals differ slightly in their risk for developing certain diseases.

It is this subtle difference that we can exploit: by knowing who is at slightly increased and who is at slightly decreased risk for a certain disease and by also having measured the activity of genes, metabolites and proteins it is possible to ascertain whether this genetic risk is having an effect on them. By doing this systematically it will become possible to identify the specific biological processes that are disrupted in disease, which will provide pharmaceutical companies with important information where to concentrate their efforts on. Given the fact that data generation costs have fallen sharply, computational capacity has grown explosively and new machine learning techniques are now becoming available we expect that data drive drug discovery will enable the pharmaceutical industry to increase its efficiency to develop new drugs while improving the efficacy of these drugs.

Figure A2. The mechanisms leading from genetic risk factors to diagnosable disease currently constitute the ‘black box’ of missing knowledge.
A.5.3. DNA-based disease curing (Proposition 3)

It will become technically possible to cure rare, genetic diseases by changing DNA.

The CRISPR-CAS9 technique now makes it possible to very specifically change DNA. In theory this also will make it possible to cure rare, genetic diseases, by changing the DNA of embryos. While this might be a very sensible strategy to consider for couples who both are carriers of a very severe mutations (and thus having very high chances of getting a child that will get critically ill), setting this in motion will show a very slippery slope: what diseases to consider, and also where to stop? These are important things to think about right now, given the tremendous pace at which these technological developments have progressed in the last few years.

Appendix A.6. Propositions on “Big Data Analytics”: Peter Parycek and Gabriela Viela Perreira

A.6.1. Transformation of governance models (Proposition 1. Digital policymaking)

Digital transformation is changing the process of policymaking and altering governance models in a disruptive way. The pervasiveness of the data concept in these workflows when combined with artificial intelligence and automated decision-making process, as well as the growing number of well-organized digital heterogeneous communities, has significant implications for the transformation of governance structures.

Comment: There are implications for data analytics and automated decision-making in governance, such as the value conflicts over the ends and means of data, which require ethical algorithms and informed decision-making by stakeholders. An interesting aspect pertains to the impact of digital transformation in government. The pervasiveness of big data analytics is transforming governance into a rational process in a self-organized digital environment. The actors and the players are not fixed but are continuously evolving and moving from the different disciplines. Consequently, governance models will be organized in a dynamic way. The roles, actors and data owners are not clearly defined. Yet, the process for defining clear problem-oriented solutions that target the needs of citizens and guarantee of cohesive societies is clearly described.

A.6.2. Governance knowledge gap (Proposition 2. Global digital risk management)

Different scenarios of global governance show that dealing with uncertainty, the uncontrolled creation of systematic risks, a lack of public accountability, and lack of knowledge about how to operate in global systems endanger the effective delivery of comprehensive solutions for societal problems. Issues surrounding personal data protection and privacy are also impacted, stemming from the misinterpretation of demands and a lack of context-specific solutions.

Comment: Information sharing and cooperation, together with participatory practices in policymaking, are key elements in discussions surrounding the use of ICT to enable collaborative governance [103]. There is a need to reconstruct governance and democracy into hybrid forms of organized cooperation that go beyond national government [104]. Effective collaborative governance requires the generation of value by applying collective intelligence for innovative solutions to societal problems. Building the necessary competences, and bridging the information and knowledge gap among stakeholders, involves the development of strong accountability and transparency in an environment of trust.
A.6.3. Resilience strategy for new governance models (Proposition 3. Resilient governance)

The application of emerging technologies to governance implies new ethical issues, together with environmental, privacy and equality aspects. To effectively tackle these concerns, legal solutions need to be sought for anticipated problems.

Comment: The digital transformation of public services should be developed in a responsible manner, one that comprehensively addresses the social and ethical dimensions of change. To achieve this, Stahl [105] recommends that a regulatory framework and adequate infrastructure for the development of social/societal responsibility be provided. In the context of smart governance, we raise two main issues suggested by the author in support of this requirement: (1) the need to address the wide range of current and new ethical issues arising from ICT, modelled along the lines of environmental, privacy or equality impact assessments; and (2) the need to proactively consider legal solutions to resolve those problems that might arise from the application of future and emerging technologies to public administration. Further, and following Markus and Mentze [106], in order to minimize the negative consequences of new governance models and to create a resilience strategy, future-oriented methods of sociotechnical analysis are required. These may be built into the techniques used by policy makers to develop policies and public services. This approach may also be deployed to design related governance arrangements; including “non-functional” requirements such as security, privacy, safety, quality of life, and contained systemic risk.

A.6.4. Intelligent digital ecosystems combining data and people (Proposition 4. Cybersocial systems)

The combination of data resources and human resources is the foundation for smarter decisions and evaluation at all stages of the policy cycle. There is a need to change the relationship between humans and algorithms that leads to a socio-material practice of automated decision-making. This requires a high level of trustworthiness of data sources to avoid unreasonable decisions.

Comments: The use of data-driven decisions in policymaking implies modifications in the relationships between humans and algorithms within the framework of knowledge-based activities. These changes can lead to automated decision-making. They may also have consequences for those outcomes of the policymaking process that are data-driven. Examples include the questioning of the extent that sources are reliable, privacy issues and the digital divide. The possibility that the use of ICT will have negative consequences can never be completely predicted or eliminated. Potential risks, however, can often be mitigated through careful sociotechnical analysis in advance of system building [106]. In order to avoid unwanted/unreasoned decisions based on imbalanced, biased or erroneous algorithm-people interactions, Artificial Intelligence literacy has to be developed amongst human decision makers. This would facilitate the prevention and identification of possible mistakes, and aid in the development of techniques for guaranteeing the trustworthiness of data providers.


A.7.1. Definition of War (Proposition 1)

The nature of war is changing and acts that are not at present considered to be “war” may become the primary means by which war is waged in the future.

Comment: There are differing definitions of the term “cyber warfare” (this section is largely taken from [107]). Strictly speaking, it refers to massive state-organized assaults, akin to conventional warfare, but it is also used more generally. Indeed, the term “war” is often used figuratively, as in economic war [108], the war on drugs, and the war on terrorism. A recent academic work uses “cyber
war” figuratively to refer to utilization of digital networks for geopolitical purposes, including covert attacks against another state’s electronic systems, but also the variety of ways the Internet is used to further a state’s economic and military agendas [109].

As Clausewitz said, war is the continuation of politics by other means. The “other means” are the use of force. Such force has traditionally been used to kill, imprison, or enslave a more-or-less large number of people, and/or to destroy buildings, factories and infrastructure—sometimes only military but at times also civilian.

But alternative types of force are emerging: cyber-attacks can degrade infrastructure, and even military capabilities, to the point that an adversary is forced to yield.

A.7.2. Cyberwar Prevalence (Proposition 2. Cyberwar)
Cyber-war may replace mass killings and bombing as the preferred way of forcing an adversary to submit.

Comment: It is increasingly apparent that the security of IoT devices is inadequate [110] and that that could have catastrophic consequences [111,112]. Further, unlike physical weapons, cyber-weapons can be replicated at essentially no cost.

The WannaCry [113] incident can be considered a harbinger of things to come: a state-sponsored cyber-attack on the infrastructure of another country (e.g., from the electrical power grid, the airline control system, government computer systems, etc.). Such an attack could paralyze a state in the same way that intensive aerial bombardment can paralyze it.

With the increasing importance of ICTs, and the increasing dependency of everything on ICTs, we may reach a stage where force can be used effectively to destroy ICTs systems, thus achieving the desired goal of forcing an adversary to surrender without having to kill people directly or to bomb facilities.

This is very different from the current use of ICTs in warfare.

There is a need for a treaty under which states agree, inter alia, not to attack civilian digital infrastructure in times of peace, not to acquire or stockpile malware, and immediately to inform concerned manufacturers when they become aware of vulnerabilities in software or hardware.

Comment: In March 2017, Wikileaks published information on use by the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) of various hacking tools and malware [114]. Apparently, the CIA has lost control of its arsenal of hacking tools, which are now available to entities other than the CIA, including presumably cyber-criminals. Attacks using these tools cannot be traced back to the source of the attack.

In mid-May 2017, the WannaCry [113] attack prompted Microsoft to renew the call it had made a few months earlier for a “Geneva Digital Convention” [115].

Microsoft has made three specific proposals [115]:

• Clauses for a binding treaty
• An agreement between high-tech companies
• The creation of an organization that would seek to attribute cyber-attacks, that is, to determine who initiated the cyber-attack

I would go further than what Microsoft has proposed regarding treaty clauses.

A.7.4. Mass Surveillance (Proposition 4)
Surveillance of citizens other than on the individual order of a judge violates human rights, is not effective, and is a form of cyber-attack.
Comment: It is well-known that many states, including states that consider themselves to be democratic, have implemented mass surveillance. By “mass surveillance” I mean any form of surveillance and/or eavesdropping that is not necessary and proportionate and authorized by the national courts of the target of the surveillance.

The stated goal of such surveillance is to combat what the states in question consider to be terrorism.

But such surveillance is not and cannot be effective in countering individual acts of violence: could it prevent bank robberies?

In my view, mass surveillance violates the human right to privacy and it is form of cyber-attack.

A.7.5. Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems (Proposition 5. AI warbots)

Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems have limited potential, because either they are constrained in scope, or they can be deactivated on command.

Comment: A Lethal Autonomous Weapon System (LAWs) can be defined as a system designed to select and attack military targets (people, installations) without intervention by a human operator.

For example “ground-force” LAWs could attempt to destroy a specific type of target in a specified volume unless it is specifically instructed to cease.

We underline the key point: to what extent is the system autonomous [116]? If it is fully autonomous, then it is far too dangerous to be deployed, because there is no guarantee that it will not attack friendly forces (either because it fails to distinguish them from adversary forces, or because it malfunctions).

But if the LAWs can be instructed to cease operation, what guarantee is there that the adversary will not be able to send such instructions? Or, worse, change the programming of the LAWs so that it attacks the party that originally deployed the LAWs?

In addition to the above practical issues, and governance issues, there are of course ethical issues associated with LAWs [117].

Appendix A.8. Propositions on “Ethics and the Digital:” Claude Kirchner & Gilles Dowek (INRIA, Le Chesnay, France)

A.8.1. Ethics, Digital, and Law (Proposition 1. Pervasive computation ethics)

In the developing digital world, create instruments to stimulate and organize the useful and necessary complementarities and synergies between ethics and law.

Comments: The complementarities between ethics and law are both fundamental and non-trivial to organize. One should create, for instance at the European level or at the nations levels ethical committees in charge of the general thinking about ethics in the digital world including ethics of usages, ethics of conception, general ethics impacted by the digital. These committees should interact with the legislator to allow for the ethical thinking to sow laws in the appropriate way. A typical example concerns personal data. Conversely, the legislator should be able to seize ethical committees.

A.8.2. Ethics, Digital, and Science (Proposition 2)

Organize the appropriation and development by scientists of the ethical reflection about the general development of sciences as well as the operational ethical questions posed by scientific experimentations and developments.

Comments: The digital revolution, issued from sciences and technologies, deeply impacts the scientific method itself with strong consequences in all fields of science. Typically in France,
A national committee (http://cerna-ethics-allistene.org) has been set-up to conduct a conceptual and methodological reflection on the ethics of scientific research in Digital Science and Technology [118]. IRB or operational ethics committees have been created in universities (e.g., http://www.univ-toulouse.fr/recherche-doctorat/recherche/comite-d-ethique) or research institutes (e.g., https://www.inria.fr/en/institute/organisation/committees/coerle).

Note: Moreover, UNESCO’s initiative to revise its main texts and recommendations concerning scientific research, scientists and ethics: the 1974 “Recommendation concerning the status of scientific researchers” (http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=13131&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html) and the 1999 “Declaration on science and the use of scientific knowledge” (http://www.unesco.org/science/wcs/\T1\textquotedblrighteng/declaration_e.htm).

A.8.3. Ethics, Digital, and Innovation (Proposition 3)
Consider ethics as a competitive argument for industry 4.0.

Comments: Algorithms, formal mechanization, machine learning, automation and robotization transform industry and economy. In the context, ethics shall become a differentiating argument that empowers consumers and users. Typically how shall we allow a user to choose a search engine that takes ethical and independently certified engagements about the treatment of personal data? How shall we enlighten the choice of a product build in a fully automated factory, with its consequences on efficiency, human labor and the human role in the society?

A.8.4. Ethics, Digital, and Cybersecurity (Proposition 4. Cybersecurity ethics)
Ethical hacking and high security informatics labs should be developed and organised in frameworks allowing cybersecurity certification as well as ethical assessments.

Comments: Cybersecurity is a universal, perpetual and crucial concern of the digital society. Like in biology where high security labs (labeled P1–P4) have been created and monitored, high-cybersecurity labs should be developed in the academic world and not only in the military, police or governmental information labs. These academic labs should be developed under a strict academic control to allow for ethical hacking and the ethical development of concepts and tools to understand and master malwares and cybersecurity threats.

A.8.5. Impact of the digital world on ethics: towards formal ethics (Proposition 5. Formal Ethics)
Develop the study of ethics itself in the deeply renewed context of the digital world, by providing concepts, models and tools to formalize and study ethics and its foundational corpuses.

Comments: Humanities are profoundly impacted by the digital revolution. Ethics do not escape this and we now need to understand how could we use the digital concepts and tools to model the idea of ethical values or the notion of dilemmas or of conflict. In addition for humans to better understand ethics and its developments, this will in particular allow us to better understand how we can learn machines to get ethical behaviors and possibly to develop ethical reasonings.
Appendix A.9. Propositions on “Global Social Change”: Dirk Helbing und Stefan Klauser

A.9.1. Digital Upgrade of Democracy (Proposition 1. Deliberated democracy)
Digital technology allows for the design of a new form of democracy with transparent, uncensored, fair and moderated discourses, in which AI is used to support the constructive exchange of ideas and the identification of different perspectives that need to be integrated. Responsible behavior and high-quality contributions would be promoted.

Comment: More and more people claim that digital democracy is the evil that makes our world ungovernable [119]. Modern mass media and social media tend to create ‘filter bubbles’, which are reinforcing opinions, while reducing the ability to handle different points of view. Digital information becomes increasingly personalized, manipulative, and deceptive.

But instead of trying to revive governance principles of the past, which have failed to embrace the complexity and diversity of modern societies, we should engage in digitally upgrading democracy through the use of Massive Open Online Deliberation Platforms (MOODs) [120]. Letting people decide about “yes” or “no” is not enough. Citizens should be able to continuously engage in online deliberation processes, where they can feed in their ideas and voice their preferences on different aspects of a topic. A refined, more inclusive process would enable people to learn about and to unfold the different aspects of a complex political topic.

A.9.2. Finance 4.0+ (Proposition 2)
In order to solve the challenges of the 21st century, the financial system has to be altered into a multi-currency system representing different positive and negative externalities and incentivizing behavior that is aligned with our societal goals and values.

Comment: Computer simulations about the world’s future predict severe resource shortages—and linked to this—an economic collapse. This is known at least since “The Limits to Growth” study commissioned by the Club of Rome, and the “Global 2000” study issued by the US government. The UN Sustainability Agenda 2030 is giving the world less than 15 years of time to solve this problem.

It is necessary to create a multi-dimensional incentive and reward system beyond money. We call this system finance 4.0+. This can now be built by combining the Internet of Things, blockchain technology and complexity science. To boost a circular economy, we need a system that can measure, value and trade positive and negative externalities—external effects of interactions between people, companies and the environment. Desired values can be agreed on in a participatory, subsidiary way, as suggested in Proposition 2.

A.9.3. Democratic Capitalism (Proposition 3)
The digital technology has the potential to reinvent the money system such that it empowers people to be innovative and to engage in social and environmental projects. Moving beyond venture capitalism towards crowd funding for all would enable participatory budgeting and democratic capitalism.

Comment: One cannot put the interests of a few hundred people over the well-being of society as a whole. As long as the mechanisms of the monetary and financial system don’t benefit everyone, the world will not be stable and sustainable on the long run. Fortunately, there are alternatives. The failed approach of pumping trillions into the economy from the top by means of “quantitative easing” could be replaced by a new approach, where the money is created from the bottom. The idea is [121] that everyone would regularly get an “investment premium”, which would have to be
distributed to people, companies or institutions with good ideas, or those who are engaged in social or environmental projects. Then money and resources would flow into the activities we find most important. This would boost innovation in a pluralistic manner. Such an approach would combine our two most successful organizing principles—democracy and capitalism—in a new way, and replace today’s market-driven democracy, where capitalism threatens to destroy democracy.

A.9.4. City Olympics (Proposition 4)

Competitions for the best kinds of technologies, solutions for resource shortages, and a quick implementation of new solutions can be achieved through Global City Olympics.

Comment: Cities and social communities can be important agents of global change. A combination of competition and collaboration among cities can advance us in our efforts to solve the challenges of the 21st century. Thus, we follow Elinor Ostrom and suggest a “polycentric” approach to solving global problems [122]. The idea of “City Olympics” [123] may become a powerful tool. City Olympics would have a sportive spirit. Cities all over the world would engage in friendly competitions to achieve the best scientific and technological progress, as well as mobilize collective action to counter climate change. They would reach the highest possible degree of citizen engagement. After the competitive phase of each Climate Olympics, there would be a cooperative phase, where the best ideas, technologies and urban governance concepts would be exchanged among the participating cities.

Appendix A.10. Propositions on “Sustainable Development”: Armin Grunwald and Ortwin Renn

A.10.1. Digital efficiency rebounds (Proposition 1. Efficiency rebounds)

The increase of efficiency by digital technology is linked to rebound effects regarding material use and natural resources use. These rebounds should become subject of research and political efforts.

Comment: There is no automatism towards realizing more sustainability by expanding digitization. While in the previous wave of digitization (late 1990s, expectations of an emerging “New Economy”) big hopes addressed a de-materialization or immaterialization of economic processes with much lower consumption of natural resources, reality has shown that these promises were only partially met [124]. Academic studies demonstrated that the potential for energy conservation and material reduction were less pronounced due to high energy consumption of digital facilities themselves, automation of conventional industrial processes without major technical innovations in manufacturing itself and short live spans of many electronic devices. Most important, however, has been the rebound effect by which more efficiency also increased consumption and waste production. Bringing together digitization and requirements of sustainability will need dedicated research and political effort. Most notably, digital strategies need to be designed in a way that sustainable practices and principles are not treated as byproducts but as parallel objectives [125].

A.10.2. Digital Threats Related to Democracy (Proposition 2. Digital democracy)

Digital services have the potential to enhance procedures of direct democracy but they also threaten basic human rights such as privacy, personal freedom and sovereignty.

Comment: While IT technologies have often been seen as strong supporters of further democratization for decades now (cp. e.g., the high expectations towards the Internet in its early stage) it becomes more and more obvious that digitization will lead (or: already led) to severe challenges to democracy (loss of privacy, omnipresent surveillance, Big Data, socio-bots etc.) [126,127]. It is in
particular discomforting that political blogs are fed by intelligent software programs that scan all entries and provide opinionated responses giving the impression that the opinions raised in these blogs are shared by millions of people. Some observers credit this automatic response machine for the surprising success of the Trump presidency. Because sustainable development involves (following the Rio documents) democratic ideals such as participation, open discourse and access these new developments of manipulating the open public discourse and nudging strategies must be carefully observed and analyzed. This is first of all an issue for regulation and political participation in an internet era, but is also a more fundamental issue of authorship and identity that need to be addressed [128]. Beyond monitoring and regulation, there is the need to explore the possibilities and opportunities for e-democracy but also to understand the barriers and constraints.

**A.10.3. Loss of and redefining Labor (Proposition 3. Redefining labor)**

Digital services have the potential to serve the sustainable development goals (SDGs) particularly in many low-income countries. However, it is crucial that local actors are in control of this modernization effort.

**Comment:** Further digitization has high potentials not only to help the industrialized countries to keep or extend their welfare but also to support development in developing countries [129]. However, those potentials will not be effective by themselves but rather need dedicated scientific and political effort. Strategies are needed that assist people in particular remote areas with rural infrastructure to make use of digital services for business, education and social communication.

**A.10.4. Transdisciplinary, transformative and transition management (Proposition 4. Transdisciplinarity)**

Digital services are a key example for the need of interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research programs. It is important to include the technical, economic, social and psychological impacts in technology assessment and to strive for an integrated knowledge application and governance including major stakeholders and the affected public.

**Comment:** All these research activities may not start from scratch. The many approaches and experiences in transdisciplinary research, transformative science, transition management, technology assessment, sustainability science etc. provide theoretical and empirical foundation on which further dedicated studies can build. The methodological instruments as well as the transdisciplinary approaches are readily available to shape the future landscape of researching the relations between digitization and sustainability [125]. What is needed now is the political will and the respective funds to do so.

**Appendix B. Methodology, Propositions on the Future Perspectives on Digital Transition of the Japanese Expert Round Table on Sustainable Digital Environments**

**Appendix B.1. Conclusions of the Japanese 2017 ERT**

Six Japanese scientists and the first author of the present paper participated in the Japanese ERT. Before the workshop, all participants were provided with Goals 1–3 listed above and a comprehensive workbook including a definition of main concepts (such as sustainability, digital environment, transdisciplinarity). In this way, the ERT was able to focus on key messages provided by the participants. These were collected after the Japanese ERT as a proposition on unseens involved in the digital transition (see the appendix in Sugiyama et al. [31]; a summary table is presented in Appendix B).

According to the Japanese ERT, the main technology innovations include the following:

- The automatization of service, production, and transportation processes
• The management of Big Data
• Artificial intelligence in all domains of society
• Conversational AI that humanizes robots and human–machine interaction
• Digital biotechnology and biocomputers
• This digitalization shows essentially new properties, in particular:
  • Globalized networking
  • The ubiquity of digital technologies in all domains of life on local and global scales.

The discussion also coined the term digital vaulting, denoting that the human–environment relationship has become engulfed by digital media and thus by genuine indirectness (see Figure 1).

We should note that the inclusion of biotechnology, in particular DNA as a genuine digital conception based on quaternary number-based conception (established by two pairs of directed acids) [4] was new for some participants of the Japanese ERT. We mention two issue briefly which may illustrate unseens of the digital transition on the science system itself by two examples from biology, i.e., first, a reductive conception of evolution and second, the understanding of biocomputers. The digital theory of molecular genetics paved the way for a successful, consistent understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in evolution. This is, without doubt, one of the greatest success stories of science and allowed for the development of a theory and engineering of genetic modification. But as a consequence (unseen), evolution has been conceived exclusively as a random genetic drift that (by chemicals and radiation) [130]. Leading ecologists such as E. O. Wilson criticized this overly restricted and sometimes dogmatic view [131] which includes a narrow, semantic-free concept of information [132]. The ignoring of other factors of evolution such as the role of superorganisms (e.g., the socially mediated learning of groups [133–135]) or epigenetic (non-genetic) heritage effects [133,136] may be seen as an unseen. With respect to biocomputers, the invention of biocomputers which include genetical modified E. coli bacteria may induce an unseen as cells are cognitive systems (whose behavior may fundamentally differ from those of transistors) may open new floors and unseens [13,137] and ask for a special understanding of (kinds of macro-bionic) computers.

Appendix B.2. Specific Unseens Identified by the Japanese ERT

One of the main messages (I) of the Japanese ERT was that “cultural context matters” (all quotes in this paragraph are from Sugiyama et al. [31]). Even among experts, “religious views have an effect”, e.g., on preferences for humanoid computers. Whereas for Christians, resurrection and salvation make the “embodiment” irrelevant,” “sacralization of the natural world and human technology in Shinto and the positive spin given to human life in Shinto and Buddhism promote the development of robotic engineering and the glorification of the humanoid robot in Japan.” [138]. Another issue may be linked to “public engagement—communication, consultation, and participation,” which also refers to “transdisciplinary discussion in unwanted societal changes as well as a shift in science from analog to digital modeling and structure.” Obviously, following a meritocratic system for deliberations, the roles and decisions of virtuous and capable leaders play a much larger role than in Western societies [137,139,140]. Thus, the role of academia in (transdisciplinary) practice-science dialogues in Japan may be more important than in Western countries. Nevertheless, “recent reports published in Japan on AI and society indicates that there is a desire among experts to co-inhabit with AI and robots.” Although, as mentioned, transdisciplinary processes may be differently shaped in Japan than in other places such as Central Europe, the need for societal dialogues has been stressed by various ERT participants. Simplified, we may learn from this that there are several modes of coping with digitalization, for instance a Western–US–European-mode and a Japanese mode. Ariza Ema presented two unseens that are most presumably related to the cultural dimension. One is the exclusion of the “want-nots,” i.e., those who do not want digital technologies from social core processes. The other is a version with strong Western–US bias.
Table A1 presents 13 unseens identified in the 22 propositions provided by the seven ERT participants. Three are linked to economic changes on the level of a national or global level. The Japanese experts, in particular Degeuchi, identified platform owners as winners through new B2C relationships who were afraid of possible platform lock-in (see B.1.1 Appendix B). There were concerns that the digitalization of business and industry in many respects, including the downgrading of education, status, income, and security of low-capability workers, much resembles the fate of day laborers (B.1.2). Third, the disputed fear of AI-induced unemployment [141] has been mentioned.

Another cluster of unseens refers to a change in social structures, and these culminate in the proposition that digital transformation calls for redefining humanity (B.4.1) as new forms of relationships among humans but also new forms of human–(smart)machine interactions. These call for new forms of emotion, faith, and personality. Linked to this is Mori’s concern on a (monopolistically owned) networked superintelligence (B.4.2) that may abandon decentralized, democratic multi-knowledge systems.

Much attention has been given to the classification of new risks that emerge for humankind. In principle, there are two new types. We may identify new systems (e.g., interconnected systems of global scale) digital systems may cause new-unknown risks (B.3.2 and B.6.1). Shiroyama’s concern is for endogenous black-swan-like threats in financial and military systems, whereas Kishimoto focuses on the digital divide and personal risks. And finally, new risks and unseens for human- and ecosystem-development-related biotechnological interventions have already been stressed by Scholz as major challenges for humankind [4]. Here, the above mentioned genetic modifications directed evolution that may follow human desires but not ecological resilience may become an unseen.

The below Table A1 comprises the labels (short description), the primary systems involved, the specific (digital) technology innovation and the originally intended changes by the technology innovation, and the main properties of the unseens.
Table A1. Labels of unseens, system of rebounds, technology innovation, intended change and description of unintended side effects (for a detailed description see Appendix B in [31]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientist</th>
<th>Label of Unseens (Numbers See [31])</th>
<th>(Primary) System of Unseens</th>
<th>Technology Innovation</th>
<th>Intended Change</th>
<th>Properties of Unseens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-capabilities franchise workers (B.1.2)</td>
<td>Economics (labor market)</td>
<td>Global web job market</td>
<td>Freelancers may operate and work in a flexible manner in the market</td>
<td>Downgrading of income, social security, and professional education by franchise-laborers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reality shift (B.1.4)</td>
<td>Ontogenetic development: Experiential, personal knowledge, individual, groups, countries</td>
<td>Oligopoly-based, ubiquitous, digital, worldwide, economically driven web platforms</td>
<td>Personalized information of maximal interest</td>
<td>Different individuals get by biased, disembedded, (artificially) constructed reality information without “evolutionary feedback loops”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arisa Ema</td>
<td>Ignoring “wants-not” (B.2.1)</td>
<td>Everyday world, individual</td>
<td>Global net and social networks</td>
<td>Convenient, economic, public service</td>
<td>Disadvantaging the “have-nots” and the “want nots”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US-/Western-dominated culture (B.2.2)</td>
<td>Everyday world, human species</td>
<td>Algorithmic, AI-shaped data processing</td>
<td>Including all</td>
<td>US-/Western-imperialism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atsuo Kishimoto</td>
<td>A new digital risk society (B.3.2)</td>
<td>Societal risks; global, human species</td>
<td>Global web</td>
<td>Improving the world (human evolution)</td>
<td>New personal risks such as protection of privacy, freedom of choice, right to know, reduction of disparity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junichori Mori</td>
<td>Redefining humanity (B.4.1)</td>
<td>Social system, human species</td>
<td>AI, cyborgs, IoT, new forms of man-machine interactions</td>
<td>Improving the world (human evolution)</td>
<td>New forms of emotions, faith, or behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>One superintelligence emperor (B.4.2)</td>
<td>Diversified, decentralized, global (democratic) system, human species</td>
<td>AI on globally networked big data</td>
<td>Improving the world (human evolution)</td>
<td>Loss of a diversified, democratic society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roland W. Scholz</td>
<td>Biotechnological-governance (including biocomputers) (B.5.1)</td>
<td>Cellular and genetic systems; cell</td>
<td>Digitalization of evolution and life (DNA), monitoring and engineering cell processes on the nano-level</td>
<td>Human health, more biomass, smart and efficient computers</td>
<td>Loss of evolutionary resilience; computers as decision makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mental internet disorder (B.5.2)</td>
<td>Molecular neuropsychology and epigenetics; cell, organ, individual</td>
<td>Virtual worlds (e.g., 3D gaming worlds)</td>
<td>Information, stimulation, joy, entertainment,</td>
<td>Cyberaddiction (e.g., internet pornography addiction), internet gaming disorders [97,142,143]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hireaki Shiroyama</td>
<td>Black Swan security management (B.6.1)</td>
<td>Finance, military, etc., society, global species</td>
<td>Genuine, ubiquitous, interconnectedness</td>
<td>Global action</td>
<td>New systems of digital systems risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masahiro Sugiyama</td>
<td>AI-induced underemployment (B.7.1)</td>
<td>Job market</td>
<td>Facilitating uninteresting/routine labor</td>
<td>Higher economic efficiency</td>
<td>Increase of unemployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Digital biotechnology management (B.7.1)</td>
<td>The genetic system, cell, organ</td>
<td>Genetic engineering</td>
<td>Avoiding hereditary disease, “improving man”</td>
<td>Loss of resilience …</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix C. Short Labels, Technology Innovation, and Primary Impact Domains of Unseens

#### Table A2. Intended changes and properties if *unseens* related to the propositions presented in Appendix A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientist and Perspective</th>
<th>Label of unseens (Numbers See Appendix A)</th>
<th>Primary System of Unseens</th>
<th>Technology Innovation</th>
<th>Intended Change</th>
<th>Properties of Unseens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scholz (see Appendix A)</td>
<td>Monsanto’s Roundup Ready and the farmers supply chain</td>
<td>Agricultural value chain</td>
<td>DNA engineering for more yield and more resilient yield</td>
<td>Increase farmer’s yield</td>
<td>Shortening of farmers’ participation in the supply chain (reduction of genetic diversity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European ERT</td>
<td>Schuh and Proct: Industrial Change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.1.1 Industrie 4.0 (security and competition challenges)</td>
<td>Industrial production</td>
<td>Smart ICT by IoT/industrial internet</td>
<td>Lean production efficiency (renewal by human-machine interface)</td>
<td>Misallocation of profits to ‘data governors’ in cross-domain business; new security across industry questions arise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.1.2 Redefining labor (qualification)</td>
<td>Economics and professional education</td>
<td>Algorithmic data processing from many domains possible</td>
<td>Fast, effective (all) and efficient access to information (processed data)</td>
<td>New interdisciplinary qualifications for white collar workers; new possibilities for blue collar workers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.1.3 Customer driven production</td>
<td>Market dynamics</td>
<td>Customer-driven production, shared platforms or clouds</td>
<td>Agile, participatory product development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.1.4. Platform economics</td>
<td>Industry and trade</td>
<td>Cyber-physical systems, cyber-physical product</td>
<td>Strengthening industry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Bartelsman: Economic Change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.2.1 Knowledge economy</td>
<td>Data market</td>
<td>Knowledge supplements capital, labor and natural resources (as a commodity)</td>
<td>Making profit with intangible assets</td>
<td>Dispersion of productivity and profitability; change the nature of the products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.2.2 Digitalized labor</td>
<td>New supply chains ask for different types of skills</td>
<td>Automatization of routine manual and analytic work</td>
<td>Substitution by certain types of (physical or routine) jobs by AI</td>
<td>New types of labor skills and resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.2.3 Income inequality</td>
<td>Intangible Productivity paradox</td>
<td>Skewed data</td>
<td>Marginal decline of profits from tangible knowledge (change of scarcity); intellectual capital becomes (partly) digitalized knowledge</td>
<td>Intangible capital causes new types of economic growth [146]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.2.4 (Ambiguity of intellectual) Property rights</td>
<td>Ambiguity of who is the generator of a new “economically profitable” idea</td>
<td>IoT makes intangible/dematerialized issues valuable</td>
<td>Monopoly distortion in the use of goods produced with transactional data</td>
<td>Recalibrate patent rights; copyright law reform</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Höjer and Hilty: Environmental Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.3.1 (&amp; A.3.2) Efficiency rebounds on environment</td>
<td>Increase of production and services</td>
<td>Increase of efficiency in production</td>
<td>More and cheaper products</td>
<td>More (cheaper) products and thus more energy/materials are produced [147] if no dematerialization of production takes place</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.3.3. Restructured region (rural home office)</td>
<td>Spatial planning</td>
<td>The meaning of a “workplace” is changing</td>
<td>Reduced commuting and other daily travel</td>
<td>Regional consumption and demand changes; long distance, powerful stable network</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.3.4 Use of buildings</td>
<td>Economics: Housing and Construction</td>
<td>Digital services reducing demand for space. Matching of supply and demand of interior space.</td>
<td>Less buildings needed</td>
<td>ICT allows for efficient use of energy and private and commercial space [59]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table A2. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scientist and Perspective</th>
<th>Label of unseens (Numbers See Appendix A)</th>
<th>Primary System of Unseens</th>
<th>Technology Innovation</th>
<th>Intended Change</th>
<th>Properties of Unseens</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.4.1 Human robot</td>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>AI-based robots/decision aids</td>
<td>Better (more rational) decisions</td>
<td>Decisions of AI-robots has more impact than human decisions; liability issue unexplained</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.4.3 Fragmented life (and digital psycho-neuro-dynamics)</td>
<td>Individual, family</td>
<td>Networked ICT for getting information and social contacts</td>
<td>More and better online information (at any time) including gamification [148]</td>
<td>Fragmented life, information overuse by limited human multiprocessing, digital depression, internet addiction etc.; neuropyschological, endocrinological, and epigenetic effect</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.4.4 Psycho-neuro-endocrinological dynamics</td>
<td>Individual, cell</td>
<td>Digital media</td>
<td>Access to more information and stimulation</td>
<td>Intense exposure to evolutionary new digital environments causes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.4.5 (and A.4.4) Digital depression (emotional needs)</td>
<td>Individual well-being</td>
<td>Networked ICT for getting information and social interaction with many people</td>
<td>Increasing well-being and happiness</td>
<td>Critical psychological situations due to limited emotional feedback by digital vaulting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.5.1 Genetical discrimination</td>
<td>Human right of privacy</td>
<td>Reading the genetic code for low cost</td>
<td>Getting access to information about diseases</td>
<td>DNA information is easy accessible for low costs (USD 30) and can be used by health insurance, job and educational decisions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.5.2 Pharmacogenomics [149]</td>
<td>Cell, tissue, organ, body</td>
<td>DNA and disease data allow for identifying genetically based</td>
<td>Reducing costs for developing drugs</td>
<td>Unknown, e.g., providing floor for new pathogene (“European Disease” like effects)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.5.3 DNA-based medical treatment</td>
<td>Cells</td>
<td>CRISP-CAS9 technology</td>
<td>Changing embryo’s DNA for avoiding diseases</td>
<td>What (genetic) diseases at what stage of life should be cured with what costs; is this a directed evolution of a critical kind</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.6.1 Digital policymaking</td>
<td>Politics and administration: digitalization of public services and communication</td>
<td>Data analytics and automated decision by self-organized digital environment</td>
<td>More data-based decisions along the public interests and hybrid forms of organized cooperation</td>
<td>Rebound effects (i) lack of definition on roles, actors and data owners (ii) misinterpretation of demands; (iii) lack of context specific solutions (technocracy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.6.3 (and A.6.2) Resilience governance; global and ethics-based</td>
<td>Human species</td>
<td>Globally networked IT</td>
<td>Global, prospective risk/vulnerability management</td>
<td>Missing anticipation of impacts on “ethical, environmental, privacy and equality aspects”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.6.4 Cybersocial systems</td>
<td>Algorithms of data search and processing on big data</td>
<td>IoT driven pervasive computing in all domains of life</td>
<td>Extending, augmenting, and facilitating human action and cognition</td>
<td>Unknown systemic risks of (erroneous) operation and maintenance;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.7.1/A.7.2 Cyberwar (Digital warfare)</td>
<td>Digital attack as a new weapon and means of destruction</td>
<td>Infrastructure (water, electricity, airline control, health services, ...) is [and public news/information systems are] digitally vulnerable</td>
<td>War: utilization of digital networks (forces, cyberattacks) for geopolitical purposes</td>
<td>New, secure IT structures needed, e.g., for IoT; inadequate and cyberweapons available at low costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.7.3 Digital-war convention</td>
<td>Collective action against cyberattacks</td>
<td>Ransomware and hacking tools are available</td>
<td>Destruction by cybercriminals and by</td>
<td>A Geneva Digital Convention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientist and Perspective</td>
<td>Label of Unseens (Numbers See Appendix A)</td>
<td>Primary System of Unseens</td>
<td>Technology Innovation</td>
<td>Intended Change</td>
<td>Properties of Unseens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.7.4 Mass surveillance (with and without the state)</td>
<td>Arbitrary digital storage and retrieval</td>
<td>Mass surveillance (e.g., for surveillance economy or political control) as cyber-attack/war on the individual</td>
<td>More (economic/political power on the individual)</td>
<td>Loss of privacy and freedom of thought by search engines (foundations of democracy); censorship; hidden undetectable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.7.5 AI warbots</td>
<td>AI driven weapons</td>
<td>Semi-autonomous or fully autonomous weapons</td>
<td>Losing less soldiers</td>
<td>Unfriendly fire may emerge; control and responsibility unclear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.8.1 (- A.8.3) Pervasive computation ethics</td>
<td>Pervasive computation machines and computers invade/merge with</td>
<td>Digitalization provides ubiquitous availability, ‘unlimited’ storage, fast processing, automation, AI-driven robotization</td>
<td>Getting deeper ... Ethics as a competitive argument for industry 4.0</td>
<td>Personal data and public security; cloning and GMO; diverging cultural ethics on digital machines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.8.4 Cybersecurity ethics (from ethical hacking to cybersecurity)</td>
<td>Data owners</td>
<td>Hacker tools, sophisticated technologies of interception, interruption, modification, and fabrication [150–152]</td>
<td>Developing New forms/areas of high security domains</td>
<td>New rules on individual, organizational, public rights in a space of changing types and motivations of attacks (e.g., ethical hacking [153])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.8.5 Robot ethics</td>
<td>Semi-autonomous (learning) adapting robots</td>
<td>New forms and integration/merging of human-machine interaction; autonomous robots</td>
<td>Formal ethics for Intelligent machines interact/merge with humans</td>
<td>Machines need formal ethics to follow human ethics; missing “Ethics for, by, and in design” [154]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.9.1 Deliberated democracy</td>
<td>Fostering democratic participation by digital communication</td>
<td>A potential for new, uncensored, fair networked discourses (MOODs)</td>
<td>Empowering democracy</td>
<td>Filter bubbles and censoring restrict freedom and unbiased knowledge; no democratic tool as the web is a private good</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.9.2 Finance 4.0</td>
<td>Altering the financial system</td>
<td>The potential to measure, value and trade positive and negative externalities</td>
<td>Boosting a circular economy</td>
<td>A multi-dimensional incentive and reward system beyond money</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.9.3 Democratic Capitalism</td>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>Monitoring and evaluating global value creation</td>
<td>Overcoming venture capitalism and using crowd funding</td>
<td>Democracy threatened by capitalism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.10.1 Efficiency rebounds</td>
<td>Increasing efficiency by digital monitoring and governing</td>
<td>Technology development</td>
<td>Sustainable, more efficient technologies with less energy and materials</td>
<td>More energy and material because of increase of GDP and less costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.10.2 (see A.9.1) Digital democracy</td>
<td>Fostering democratic participation by digital communication</td>
<td>Intelligent software operates on the web</td>
<td>Improve citizens’ information for democratic action</td>
<td>Political manipulation; selective, personally biased, opinionated information (reality shift, Deguchi) loss of privacy, omnipresent surveillance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.10.3 Redefining labor</td>
<td>Abandoning boring routine work</td>
<td>Technology development, digital services</td>
<td>Change of labor demand</td>
<td>Reduction of time in many domains of labor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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